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FOREWORD

With hc passage of Public Law, 94-142 came the' challange to

the-public school system to edueate handicapped children

regular classrooms, the least restrictive environment in many

instances. For many teachers, the presence ofhandicapped child-

ren,in their classes presents problems which the teachers are

ill-prepared to resolve.

Martin (1974) identifies attitudes, fears, anxieties, and.

possi8leoVert rejectio'n as barriers to the placemept,of handi-

capped children in regular classroomS presents problems stemming

from the race, culture, and socioeconomic level of the students.

The minority handicapped child is confronted by'the teacher's lack

of sensitivity to and positive valuing of 'cultural differences

as well as his/her ability to use teaching/learning strategies' and

develop and /or rewrite curricula im.response to the needs of

minority students., In addition, the term "minority" has the

connotation of being less than other groups with respect to power,

status, and treatment (Chinn, 1979).

To- assist teacher educators to overcome these problems and to

impletentIP... 94 142, NABSE/TAC'has developed this series of

modhles. It is anticipated that these modules will be infused in

le4cher education programs at hist rically Black institutions and,

thereby, serve as vehicles to e ourage and inspire preserviCe

teachers to use theii:minority perspectives and 'expertise ./for the

- benefit of special-needs minority students in relation to
4

P.L. 14-142.
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There are five instructional modules in this series. This

instructional module and others -in the series address the.ptoblems

faced by Black handicapped and other minority handicapped students.

The spirit and leitter of P.L. 94-142 are explored relative to

PieirprobleMs. The modules are as follows:

P.L. 94-142 and the Minority Child

Minority.Zandicapped Students:. Assessment Issues
.and Practices

The Development and Delivery of Instructional Services:
A Commitment to the Minority Handicapped Child
Structuring the Learning Climate for Minority HandicappedStudents

Valuing the Diversity f Minority Handicapped Students

The module P.L. 94-142vand the Minority Child is to be used

first. Thereafter, (the teacher educator may choose to use any of

the remaining' modules as appropriate to the nees of his/her

'student population.

All children have a right to equality of education. The

'National Alliance of Black School Educators believes that thropgh

effbrts such as those of the" training Assistance Center equality

of educational%pportunity for all Black and other minority,.

students can be attained.

Chinn, Phili.C. The exceptional minority child: 'issues and some
answers. Exceptional Children, 1979, 45, 532-536.. e

Martin, E. W. Some thoughts on mainstreaming.. Exceptional.
Children and Youth, November, 1974, 150-153.

$'1
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RATIONALE t

In the last half of the seventies and early eighties a'

movement has impacted American education in the form of he

Education for All HandWapped Children Act, Public Law 941,142
,

that was passed in November of 1975. This federal legislation
1

for handicapped children.-can probably trace its 1.-Tots_back to the

5
emergence of the civil and educational rights of minorities from

. .

195( to 1964. The rights Of Black and other. minorities were to

be g4itanteed by legislative efforts. However, disparities and

inequities in this treatment of minorities stillycist, especially

in the educational sT-Vices provided in our public schools.

Despite federal legislation for civil and educational right

of Minorities, substantial gains have not been made throughout'

Americ.s, The curricular and instructional strategies used by

teachers inour public education system are still,inequitable,-

especially as.they deal with Black and other minority children.

More and more it becomes evident that much of the delivery of

quality ,education to handicapped childreft-is dependent upon

effective regular educa'tion teachers. Unlike special education

teachers, regular education teachers have not been trained to

,diagnose, assess, br prescribe for children who heretofor,, have

traditionally been the responsibility of special educators,

psychologists, and othex specialists. While this concern has

been vocalized most often within edudUtion communities, too few

teacher education institutions have demonstrated total commitment

to making programmatic changes,which impact the training ofits

regular preservice teachers, Through some federally funded projects.
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sporadic and, tentative changes have occurred, but. there seems to be.

no systematic approach to designing a teacheT ed*ation program

inclusive of components that help -regular preserviCe teaches

Understand their,roles in working with handicapped children in

regular classroom settings. There is also no systematic component

to prepare' regular teachers psychologically., as well as academically,

for the tasks they are expected-to perform.

A statement adopted by the .American Asso iation. of Co leges

for Teacher Education (AACTE),in June of 19.78 describes t e re-

sponsibility of personnel preparation programs to the c

mainstreaming. It purports that teacher educators mu

cept Qf

reconcept-

ualize :the nature of professional roles; develop curricula 'in which

the concept of individualization becomes another strand to be woven

into the fabric of teacher preparation. Moreover, prospective

regular teachers are unlikely to acquire slifficient knowledge of
4

children who are handicapped and culturally different upless it is

delibeiately designed into their preserviCe and inservite education

programs (Gay, 1976).

Teacher educators committed to the concept oL. !Mainstreaming"

must do more than add to the pi-ogram of preservice regular teachers'
4

courses from the special education department. They must deliver

a teacher eddcation pi-6gram for mainstreaming that will permeate

all professional experiences of the preservice teacher. The pre-

service regular-teacher mut,-be made aware .and-knowledgeable of

the differences, capabilities, and. limitations of those'who are

identified as handicapped. However, preservice regular teachel.s

O



must also be cognizant of the implicatiolis of the differences,'

and, limitations for arr'iculum andfinstrUetion.

Preservice regular teachers-mist be provided the'opportuniti to

observe and "experiment with., teaching strategies in varied enyirop-

ments and to become, competent and confident in adapting subject

content and m4terials.ta'appropriatelymeet the needs of minority

handicapped children in the mainstreamed classroom.
.

Y

The^preservice regular teacher should be able to:.
i Z--,

,
.

.

.

1) utilize curriculum to' enhance', humanize, and
- "-expand the total educational experiences of..

Black and ..other,minority handicapped;
-12) use varied instructionalistratVgi&s-to orchestrate'

, learhing environments that foster the ashievemeht
and accepfance of Black and other/I:minority handi-
capped children;

3) utilize parent involvement, as ameans of facilitating
. the development and .delivery of instructional ,

,

serVices to minoriiy,handicappedchildren. .

4

Thii mbdule will examine.die-above competencies as they

relaj'e to the development and delivery tof, instructional-services.

' It is believed that the attainment' of these competencies in

conjunction with the others-components in this series" of modults

will ,produce more effective teachers.of handicapped children and
.

thus ensure the delivery of more appropriate and equitable education.

to,handicappea Black and Other Minoritj children.

4.
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The goal of this module iiito create ari awareness

of and supply. information 'relative to the develop-
,

ment and delivery of instructional services that are

appropriate for handicapped Black and other minority

students.
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Handout II-1
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Handout

Handout

III

TII-1

111-3

Lecture I

Handout 1-1

Or
4

Or or
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1

S

Student Presentation:

Developing..Curriculum
for MainstretMed Mi-
nority Stu'dents

Group Activity:

Develop model
curriculum

Filmstrip: Teaching
Strategies'

Write shora critique
of teaching strat,egies
that can ,be used with
mainstreamed minoiitY,
students.

Role Play
Teacher

Group Activity:

of Parent/
Conference

a Parent Pro-Develop
gram

, 4

Post=assessment Test
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Organizational Plan

This module, The Development and Delivery of Instructional Services in

a Mainstreamed Environment: A Commitment to the Minority Handicapped Child,

is designed tct help preservice teachers put into effect curricular,

instructional, and parent involvement strategies to implement Public Law

94-142. The major objectives of this module are as follows:

1) . To e the regular preservice teacher th&t change in ,cufricula
.

development and delivery are needed to.ensure that minority handicapped

children in mainstreamed environments are provided an appropriate

education;

2) To encourage the regulli- preservice teacher to examine varied,teaching

strategies which can be used to enhance the minority handicapped child's

chances of success in a mainstreamed environment;

A 3) To provide opportunities for teacher trainees to develop a sensitivity

to the importance .of pardht involvement in the development and

implementation of an educational plan for minority harMicapped children.

The module is designedito be presented in three 50-minute clasNs.

Preses'ion activities to familiarize e teacher educator with the module

have been included.

PRESFSSION °

1. Readthe-entire- module-including- handouts:

2. Obtain the,suggested filmstrip. 'View the filmstrip and generate
follow-up questionN.

y

3.- Duplicate handouts and make transparencies.

4. Read additional Materials on the education of,the handicapped.

-vi.
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CLASS I

CLASS II

Materials ,Equipment

.Instructional Plans 4
Overhead Projector

Handouts

o (I-1) School
Reflection of Society

TranparenCies

o (TP=1) Class Goal

o (TP-2) DifferenceS in
Development of Curriculum

o (TP-3) Steps to Determine
Curriculum

Pre-assessment Test

Lecture I

Materials. Equipment ,4
Instructional' Plans Filmstrip Projector '

Lecture II ,

',,.Handouts
4:61c.'. -4qt.

fk. 0 (II-1) Profile of A Student-
Teaching Strategy . . 4.%, ,:v

'' .)7'

Filmstrip: Teaching Strategies*

CLASS III

Materials

Instructional PlanS

Lecture III

Handouts

o (III-1) Communicating with
Parents of CultUrally Diverse Excep-
tional Children

.o (III-2) Tips for Teachers on
School-Parent Communication

o (III-3) 'Basic Considerations in
Planning a Parent Involvement Prbgram.

Tranparencies

o -(TP-4). Class Goal

Post-assessment Test

*This filmstrip can be. obtained from-the following source:
Guidande Associates, Inc.
41 Washington Avenue

Pleasantville, New York

-vii- -
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COPYRIGHT' INFORMATION

Identified below is Copyright information on all articles that are4-

recommended for use in this module. SOme articlesrequire a fee for use

and others .\'not. The articles that require no fee are included in the

module. NABSE /TAC offers this inofrmation to facilitate your securing

the articles.

Handout - II1-1

Marion, R. Communicating with parents of culturally-diverse
exceptional children. Exceptional Children,'1980, 46, 616-623.

Publisher:

CounCil for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

AVailable in module.

Handout - 111-2

Pickens, C. Tips for teachers on school-parent communication.
. Magnolia School District 14, Arkansas, 1978.

Publisher:

Magnolia School District 14 rsi
Carlton Hasley, Superintendent
Magnolia, Arkansas 71753

Available'in module.

Handout - 111-3

" /7

Karnes, M., Lee, R. Basic consideration's in planning a parent
involvement program., in Fihe, M. Handbook on parent education.
New York: Academic Press, 1980, (207-213).

Publisher:

,

Academic Press, Inc.
111 5th AVenue
New York, New York 10003

Available in module.
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INSTRUCUNAL PLAN CLASS I

CLASS GOAL TRANSPARENCY 1

Behavioral Objective

Enab.ling Activity

Teacher Educator Student

1) T e student will be able to list
t e characteristicsof fixed and
e rgent curricula.

Lecture I Lecture 3

2) The student will be able to deter-
mine the factors to consider when
developing curricul a for Black
and other min'ciritr students in.
mainstreamed classes.

3) The student will be able to in-
dicate ways to determine what to
teach in a mainstreamed environ-
ment.

Lecture I

T P-2

Lecture I

TP-3

e.

Lectures

Handout I to

TP-2

J

A Lecturt I

TP -3

Materials

1. Module: Lecture I

Developing Curriculum for
a Mainstreamed En
vironment.

2a) Module: Lecture I
4

Developing Curriculum for
a Mainstreamed Environ-
ment.

b) TP-2 Differences in
Development of Curriculum.

c) Handout.I-1
Schpol; A Reflection of
Tocietv.

3a) Lecture I

b) TP-3 .Steps to Determine
Curriculum:



OPTIONAL' STRUCTIONAL PLAN = CLASS I

Behavio 040. ziod

Enabling Activity

'Teacher, Educator
, A

t

(2)

Students Matetials

44,

O

(3)

o 1.)

Give a 10-15 .

minute present-
ation on devel-
oping aTric- Out-of-class reading of
plum for mair- I research,
streamed
minority stu-
dents.

"I

Group activity:

Whep given a
case study of
mainstreamed
class, student
will develop a
model curric-
ulum for the
class.

Instructordeveloped
study.

)
J

case
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NAME:

.7!

PROFESSOR:'

DATE':

The bevelopment and Delivery of In'structional,Services,

A Commitment to the Minority Handicapped Child

PRE-ASSESSMENT

'DIRECTIONS: For each numbered item there is a lettered set of
alternative- answers or completions. Select the BEST---
ONE ,for each item. Circle your response.

1) Which ONE of the following is
.fixed curriculum?

a chal-acteristic of a
4

'a) tightly sircfic ,c) content Oriented'
b) flexible d)' systematic use,of textbooks

2) Which ONE of the folldwing is NOT a characteristic of an
emergent curriculum?

a)
t)

individuali,zed
flexible

c) process oriented
d) tightly.spetific

3). Which ONE of the following is LEAST important to developing
a eurriculpm fOr minority' students? The.1AAEner's:

.

a) feelings c) goals
%) needs d) age

.43

DIRECTIONS: Jo each'numbered item, supply the correct response."
4) When initiating,oral or written communication with minority

parents, teachers can establish effective communitationby.,
observing the f011owing guidelines:

46.

tir
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5) Teachers interested in promoting positive parental
involvement in thedr child's education shoul&passume
that parents of exceptional children are.

/

, and

,6) WAYS that teacher's can alleviate the fear and isalatibn°
of parents And promote positive alliances are:

3

/ and

DIRECTIONS: Circle 'Disagree' or 'Agtee' to:each statement thatfolloWs: "

7) ICteimportant for teachers to understand the vanes
rand lifestyles of all children in their classrooms.

Disagree Agree

,

8) Incorporating the languages, heritage, value, an
learning styles of minority children into the education

.process with status equal to that'of majority Children
is theoretically and pragmatically impossible.

Disagree Agree

9) Impletentatiop of P.L. 94-14/ diminishes the role and
responsibility of the regulat school 'teacher._

Disagree Agree

10) Current forums for-parent/teacher communication (e.g.,
parent-teacher associations andcOnferences provide
sufficient.opportunitiess for the realization-of increased

..teacher responsibilitieS to tommunicate with parents.

Disagree Agree

-5-
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11) Discuss briefly what steps are necessary to determine
what to teach in a mainstreamed environment.

12) Discuss briefly the varied tedching strategies that
can be used to enhance the minority handicapped child's
chances of success in a mainstreamed environm

L.
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DEVELOPING CURRICULUM FOR

A MAINSTREAMED ENVIRONMENT

LECTURE I



Curriculum affects students by initiating learning and by

exposing students to expetiences designed to induce'the attainment

of skills and, knowledges aneTlochange values and feelings.

Curriculum, thUs, is a systematic. plan for exposing students to

the content and processes of learning and.living (Joyce,'1969).

Traditionally, bur s(ohool curriculum has been organized by subject

areas. Skills and knowledge are sequenced in an organized way,

with intermittent repetition of major concepts and skills at

successive levels to provide continuity and consistency.

Some curricula are specific and are to'be adhered to strictly.

These curricula specify not only what is to be taught but the

teacher's behavior, and materials. They tell what is to be'taught,

how it is to be,taught, and when it'is to be taught, day-by-day

and from year-to-year. Such a thoroughly specified curriculum

poses some problems especially for individuals who may feel the

content to be outmoded or otherwise irrelevant. Some parent groups

and educators have rejected such pre-determined curricula because

the content, materials, and methods of instruction specified in

these curricula have been unfair in their treatment Or lacl of

treatment of Blacks'and other minorities. The content has neither

prized nor respected the differences which characterize these groups.

Moreover, stereotypic views of minorities are still very much a

part of many c riculum plans or minorities are not included at all."'

In addition, the different learning styles and characteristics of

many culturally and ethnically different children are not considered

in to specified methods of instruction prescribed.



There are alternatives to using,a predetermined and specific

curriculum as an inflexible guide. These alternatives, can be dis-

covered by modifying the curriculum with content created by the

teacher and-the students. This means, in short, that the teacher

uses the curriculum as a means rather than as an end. in itssjf.

Teachers sensitive to the needs of their students recognize the

limitations and irrelevance of curriculum content.' Thus, they'

adapt the curriculum. They vary their techniques so that minority

students they teach have as good a chance as majority students to

attain knowledge and skills and also have the option to change

their values and feelings. Curriculum which is tightly specific

miy be desci-ibed as fixed while curriculum that is flexible and

molded to the needs and abilities of the students may be described

as emergent;

- It seems that the use f a fixed curriculum makes unique

demands upon the'9teacher. The teacher must fit the student td the

curriculum. Thus, the educational program becomes content oriented.

The teacher uses systematically textbooks and manuals- The

teacher must depend heavily on standardized assessment techniques

and a fixed standar4l of excellence. This educational envirbnment

is,determiAd for the claSsroom instructor by subject matter

specialists, teacyr educators, and curriculum developers.

On the other hand, the characteristicsof classrooms which

utilize -the emergent curriculum are quite different. The curriculum

becomes process oriented and is based.on the needs of the learner.

There is much emphasis on individualizing goals and objectives and

-8-
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specifying varying tasks. Scheduling, classroom furniture, and

materials 'are flexible. Most assessment of growth and development

is through criterion-,referenced tests and teacher observation.

The emergent educatiDna_l_elvironment___i_saatermined by learner

needs, teacher needs, parents, and other specialists in the schoo4.

(See Figure One.)

Figure bne

PHILOSOPHICAL DIFFERENCES IN THE DEVELO
AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAINSTR

Fixed
7,51TTnt Oriented

Role of the Child Child fitted to the
curriculum

CharacrUristics
of.Instruction

Curriculum
Determiners'

Use of prescribed
curriculum guides

TextbOoks and manuals

Inflexible standards
of quality

Dependence on norm-
referenced assessment

MENT OF CURRICULUM
AMING

Curriculum developers

Subject area specialists

Teacher educators
....

Pressure groups

Emergent
Process Oriented

Curriculum adapted
to the child

',Indivichialized goals
and objectives ),

--N

Activity curriculum

Flexihle scheduling,
'and classroom environ-
ment

Situational ethics
applied when neces-
sary

Frequent use of cri-
terion- referenced
assessment

, Learners

Parents

.o community:

Specialists

Teachers

-9-



The placement of bandicapped,Black and other minority handi-

capped students-in regular classrooms will demand some changes in

the- way -many regular teachers utilize curriculum. The use of fixed

----curriculum will pose many problems. Chil3renVs/110 have learning

.0 1

disabilities, no matter.how'slight, may find a fixed approach to

the teaching/learning.process another hurdle, like those which have

traditionally caused them failure. Children who are handicapped

physically may need, adjustments not in content but in teaching

strategy and/or process of instruction. On the other hand,

children who are not handicapped must be provided appropriate

educational opportunities without fear of failure or rejection.

This means that in aiclassroom containing.both handicapped sand non-

handicapped students the regular teacher will probably have to

lean to an emergent curriculum.
'4 4

Some special educatoi's believe that the regular teacher will

have to broaden his/her conception or curriculum beyond the pre-,
scribed guide. Instead of emphasizing the skills of'reading,

writing, and arithmetic, the regular teacher may need to include

so9 generalizable skills, such as learner participation-responding

and attending. The broadened curriculum should be designed to

help studentstimprove in arranging, and completing tasks It

would include exPerierices whereby stereotypes of the mentally

retarded, learning disabled, and physically handicapped children

are removed and all children become able to appreciate the
4

strengths and, weaknesses of each person(McNeil, 1977). Whether

or not one accepts this view of changes required of the regular

- 10-
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classroom teacher in a mainstreamed environment, a change must

take place. Teachers are-going to have to subst4'tute and alter-,

nate., This change may .involve selecting new textbooks that are

-fled with the interest level ofthestudents, Pt
*i

may involve shifting the focus from separate discipline areas to

a multidisciplinary approach. .Italso may mean that the teathert

will have to select objectives from' within the prescribed curricu-

lum, simplify them, and revise strategies based on a diagnosis of

learner needs.

Unlike special educators, regular teacher have not always

had t training needed to make curricular changes and to practice

di ostic/prescriptive teaching. However, there are .some.consid-

erations hat a regular teacher should keep in mind in deve.loping

curricula for andicapped Black and other minority students in

,regular classrdo The regular teacher should not attempt touse

a curriculum arbitr'a cly without prior knowledge of the learner.

The teacher must know the learners, their feelings, their needs,

and their goals. These-will be the essential factors in developing
. .

curricula for the handicapped Black and other minority students.

ourricula for these students must-be child-oriented or Nchild-centeted

ern though A predetermined sequence of skills may be prescribed-for
.

use all; teachers.

The mainstreamed classroom, a class into which handicapped

student's have been integrated, is filIied with diverse needs and
I

abilities. There' are children with varied learning abilitie*S,

of different cultures and races,'and with physical handicaps and
o
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t

disabilities.' But, whatever their differences .he regular

teacher should see the necessity for knowing the learners and the

envirximental factors which col+ help to explain their behavior.

In Vie:Lives of Children, Dennisoh (1969) empha'sizes that nothing'

in the curriculumshould be so precious as to supersede the actual

needs of the child. Infact, according to Dennison the talent

of each child, handicapped or not, should be sought out, and a

prescribed curriculum should be designed to ensure that the

child's talent is developed to its fullest.

In addition, the regular teacher must remember that the

content and materials specified in a predetermined urriculum

plan may be biased. Where biases exist, the regul r teacher musts

adapt or delete the material's and substitute more appropriate

materials.

Also, the teacher must remember that teaching opportunities

can occur by accident. Classroom incidents in which prejudices

against and refection of individual children based on color or

on handicapping conditions will occur. Capitalizing upon these

unfortunate and accidental occuhnces, the regular teacher should

incorporate experiences in the curriculum which help children

develop more healthy attitudes resulting from these specific

events and interaction with'children who are considered different.

4

At other times, regular teachers and students will find biases

in the school environment which are notecontrollable by the

'teacher or the studaht, such as staffing patterns and extra-

curricular activities that discriminate or building facilities.

it -12-
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that arse The regular teacher can Use these

inappropriate events or activities, al?o, as rricular experiences.

Not only-are they relevant, but these events help children deal/with

the realities of our society. According to. lones .(197 &) curriculum

is what happens. So the curriculum, whether predetermined, .

emergent, or accidental, affects the percept ons children acquire

of themselves and of the world around. them.

Regular teachers must also be cogniiaAt of how important

parent input can be in the development,.of curriculuMand in the

SeleCtion of content. Schools are esseniialIyToeal institutions,

and the curriculum should reflect-the needs and goals of Black

and other minority group parents and other individuals within the

'community as well. During the mid-sixties Hea artbecame a

pioneer within the public education domain ytfocusing on the

significance of parents in determining the policies as well as the

prOgrams that affected the education and welfare of their children.

One of its specific requirements was "a mandatory parent involvement

at all level's of-program development,and participation." Because'

of the P.L. 94-142 mandate, regular teachers will find that

parents are an integral part of the decision-making team that
$-:.

decides what is.to be taught,, how it is 'to be taught, and when.

Curriculum development, then, will aeno Dime be the.sole respon-

sibility -of the regular teacher. Special eauCation specialists,

psychologists, resource teachers, parents, and, of course, the

child himself/herself will prOvide the inf mation needed to adapt

;5curriculum which addresses his

r-
-13-
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Steps to Determine What' to Teach in a Mainstreamed Environment

Curriculum is what is taught, hoW it is %Taught, and when it
CIL

is taught. ,However,.the -regular teache'r needs some systematii way

of deciding what is to be taught. The subject areas are usually

obvious and dictated by a schodl system or individual school. For

example, the school system dictates that children in,the third

grade will learn to multiply. The regular teacher's"responsibility

then becomes to get each student from his/her respective point A

to his/her' respective point B. This-is done by' determining the

student's functioning level as it relateS to the ,p.rescribed

multiplication skill 5equence.

To d termine tie child's level of*performance,, the teacher

.along with parents, and other specialists will use'a diagnostic

Procedure. All availAble resources such as analyses of Multiple

staidardize intelligArice -and achievement tests, criterion-referenced

tests, informal matheMatics_tests; and parent add teacher observa-

tions will-be used. Zrom this, data, the child's functioning TeveY

is determined and-recorded. The teacher must then work out long

and short term objectives which will fofm the basis for the

individual child's progr'am. TNaocibjectives will spell out the
,

expected outcomes and the organization of knowledge,-skills, and

behavior 'to be learned. Objectives should neE be so fixed and

sequenced that there is not latitude for changq based olik the

learner's progress orlack of prpgress,

To get the student from point A to point B, the teacher,

utilizing a task analysis approach-to curricular development,'must

-14-
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select, develop, and order lealning tasks for the child. Such task

/analysis allows the teacher to adapt content to the. more, specific

needs of students . It also allows the techer to eliminate in-

appropriate materials which discriminate against some children

according to externally applied standards.

A simple task analysis for telling time is used to describe

-how a regular teacher can make curriculum relevant and achievable,.

In sum, there is a terMina1Pobjective which when,brken down into

tasks provides the regular teacher and the child with a curricular

program which has manageable steps toward accomplishirig that objective

(Mandell E Fiscus, 1981).

Figure Three

Terinal.Objective: Given a clock face, the student will read the
time to the nearest five-minute interval with 100,percent accuracy.

Task Analysis:

'1. Given a clock face with no hands and with circles in place
of numerals,, the studentwill write in the correct numerals.

2. Given a crock face with numerals and an hour hand only, the
student will read the hour as o'clock by stating the
numeral that is immediately be ore the hour hand.

3. Given a complete clock face (numerals, hour, and minute hand),
/the student will identify the hour and minute hands,by
drawing a Circle around the hand asked for by the teacher.

4. Given a complete clock face with minute hand held constant,
the student will correctly read the hour when asked.

5. -Given a clock face with numeral's'and "minute hand only, the
student will count by fives starting at the top of tile clock
to the minute hand position and .state,the number of minutes
indiCated.

6. Given a clock face with either a minute or an hour hand, the
student will orally state which hand is on the clock and then
read the appropriate minutes or hour.

7. Given a complete cock face with the minute hand positioned
only at five-minute intervals, the student will read the
time by stating\the hour .first and then the minutes.

-15-
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Although instructional strategies 011 not be discussed in

tills session, it is important to realize that in analyzing and

specifying tasks there will often be varied ways of teaching tasks.

For example, if,a student hasvouble differentiating between the

hour and minute hands, it may be necessaryto color-code the hands
4, 1

to provide further differences in the_hands'until the student_hecnmes

mbre discriminating. However', a middle school or junior high school

e student with the same difficultymay require more meaningful methods

and techniques appropriate for his/her age and interest such as

using a factory-type time clock to help him/her see a relationship

betweentime and maintaining a job (Mandell & Fiscus, 1981)..

, 1 at then are the advantages of th,e* task analysis approaCh

to curric um development for the regular teacher? It utilizes

,teaching skills that are not new to teachers who have been trained

for' the regular classroom environment, and it provides them with an

organized way to instruct handicapped. Bnck and other minority

students who may need alternative teaching/learning strategies"to

learn. The conteht to be Yearned issmplified into specific tasks.

Concepts to be presented are singled out so that the teacher, the

learner, and parent are aware of what is to be taught. The i5revious

knowledge and behavior of individual students are taken into consid-

eration to ensure that a sound basis for building new knowledge and

modifying behavior can4occur.

Another approach that non-specialized instructors can use to

determine what to teach is the fugtion plan, which has been widely

adopted for use with learning disabled children. The fusion plan

-16-_
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takes into consideration basic curricular areas and focuses on human

processes arid-needs. Come areas'covered in the filsion plan are

as follows:

_1) observing the environment- reacting to the world around us; +

2) communicating Teas and feelings;

3) protecting-And conserving human And;natural'resources and
property;

4)' producing/ exchanging, distributing and consuming food,
clothing; and shelter;

5) transporting people.and goods;

6) organizing and governing4' ,-

/7) creating tools, techniques, and so,iial arrangements;

8) providing recreation; and

9) expressing and satisfying aesthetic and spiritual impulses.
(Johnsen, 1975, P.264).

These broad areas take into (consideration specific subject

areas. Social studies (economics, sociology, psychology, and

political ,science), science, Communication skills, physical education,

aft, music.and _literature are covered. This fusion'curriculm,is a

way for experienced. teachers to modify traditional curricula a?d

instruction to meet br)der educational objectives which have been.

achieved in clinical settings with learning disabled children.

Throu0t,diff.erent experiential activities,, the fusion Curriculum pro-

vides the opportunity for handicapped- minority ,students to. succeed

more frequently, because the stigma'offailing subjects is less as

factor. The fusion cu'rriculum algo Allows Black and other minority

handicapped students whom might perceive the realities of our society

differently to learn and participate in life processes which are

relevant to them.

-17-



a
Regular teachers will find that most gthools which have main;

streamed classes have not made significant changes in their curriculum.

The curriculum is based on selected academic disciplines, much like

all other schools or other classrooms. Thus,.even in mainstreamed

classeS, regular teachers, as individual agents of change assisted

by parents, resource specialists, and others, may find it necessary

to broaden, adapt, or discard areas or disciplines which do not

create the leSrning environment which is ailoproprate for a;1 learners

especially handicapped Black.andjother minority(group students.

A
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INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN CLASS II .

Behavioral Objective

Enabling Activity

Teacher Educator Student Material

A

1) The student will be able to
discus's the; varied teaching
strategies which can be used
to enhance the minority
handicapped child's chances
of success in.a mainstreamed
environment,

/
4:

4e.

,
, .< t .

s

Lecture II

Filmstrip: Teach-
ing Strategies
(from the set
Mainstreaming:
Classroom Manage-
ment)

I

t

Lecture II

Filmstrip: Teaching
Strategies;(from
the set Main-
streaming: Class-
room ManageiTerifT

4

Complete the Pro-
file of a Student
Teaching Strategy

ee

la) Lecture II: Delivery of
Instruction* Through Varied
Strategies

b) Filmstrip: Teaching Strategies
(from the set Mainstreaming:
Classroom Management)

/ .

c) Handout II-1

Profile of a S'tudent-
Teaching Strategy

e
t

ee

tt.

A
A +_.1
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ti OPTIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL PLAN CLASS II

Behavioral Objective

Enabling ,Activity

'Teacher Educator Student Material

(1)

r

1 r

Write a short ,

critique of two
teaching strategies
that can be used
with mainstrdamed
minority students.
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CLASS II

a

HANDOUTS, TRANSPARENCIES (APPENDIX)

Handouts

HO II-1: Profile of A Student-Teaching Strategy

A

S

9 to

O a
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VARIED INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES



S

Objective and learning tasks tellthe teachei- what to teach

while the instructional strategies. tell the teacher how and when to
111

teach. The teacher who can use various methods of instruction is

better able to match' content and student needs than is the

instructor who confines himself/herself-o a single "tried-but

' 'true" approach. rchas,been found, that, except for the use of -

braille or sign language, regularteachers are generally equipped

to use a variety of:methods which promoteo uCcessful learning in

'children of different abilities, (Reynolds 1977).

The most widely used organitetional approach to the main-

streamei environment is individualized instruction. It is A means

of matching students' needs, interests, and levels of instrucioege

,A knowledge ofeach%student's needs, interests, and functioning

°level of *instruction can offer the teacher options for one-to-one
-4

7

.insiruction,and small or large group instruction depending upon the
.

4

arm n *,S.Dbficl corskil/., Individualizing instruction is also

;14

depende t.upon,iheChiAld's attention.span,"sensory limitations,

and/or nergy° evO°7(Malidell, 19B1). The child who has limited

hearing, far exaMple, may fincllarge group' instruction more

diffiC61t than smll group,or one-to-one instruction. Wherein the

same child may find a learning task involving aesthetics in

art or dance in large groups rewarding and stimulating.

There are many t'isiir.uctional strategies that can be -used to.

enhance an ,individualized instructional approach for Black handi-
....0"

capped and -other minority-hildren. These strategies are often

successful with regular students as well. The-r.egular teacher's

f\
understanding and knowledge of-students' interests and abilities

-24,



provide the primary criterion for the'strat gy or combination of

strategies to be used. This knowledge and understanding also

dictate the appropriate time and environment in which the

instruction is to take place.

`Several specific strategies which are used in both special

edudation classes and regular classes have ri-oven to be effective

with many Black and other minority children. These strategies --
.

direct instruction, undercutting, reinforcement of learning, peer

and cross-age tutoring--tend"to allow minority children more

opportunitytto achieve and to strengthen self-esteem (Reynolds,

41977). The strategies are also effective in helping the minority

child increase his/her knowledge and develop COmpetelicy iii

attaining basic skills.

Direct Instruction is the most frequent strategy used in the
I

beginning stages of learning concepts or skills. The teacher

lectures, demonstrates, and/or explains with or without the benefit

tof audio visual aids. Direct instruction can be effective with

children who requreblots of structure and teacher direction.

Howpver, in large group situations in a mainstreamed environment,

direct instruction should be kept to'a minimum. Direct instruction

is also an effective strategy in one-on-one and small group situations.

This is a factor often overlooked by regular teachers.,

Undercutting is a strategy used in individualized education,

programs and is beat described as beginning instructional /learning

activities that are a little below-the level at which the child

can function without assistance. In the area of reading, teachers

-25-
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have referred to it as instruction at the independent level. The

same procedure works An all other subject areas. Undercutting can

be a very positive strategy to use with exceptional students from
. _

racial or cultural minority groups.

Many handicapped children, and especially Black children in

our schools, have experienced failure in their communities and the

larger society. This'is true for large pockets of poor children,

too. Undercuttyg tends to decrease the. chance of such failure.

When used consistently, it tends to build self-confidence and self-

, expectancy and is sound strategy for inducdng learning.

Reinforcement of Learning Is a strategy which stresses outer

experience, pvert behavior, action, and reaction.' Essentially, the

strategy involves the reinforcing or rewarding of correct-answers

or properabehavior'to increase the likelihood of the behavior being
114

-repeated.

There are many classroom schemes developed for use by teachers

that utilize reinforcement of learning, all of which are based on
r -

the work of B.F. Skinner. Positive reinforcement is a classroom

'.'strategy that utilizes the'Skinnerian learning theory. Using he

positive reinforcement strategy, teachers ignore where possible
t

all improper behavior. An example: johnelli is misb.ehaving,

the teacher praises Thomas who is seated next to JohRella and is

.

attending to this lesson. The developers of this strategy believe

that when Johnella sees Thomas being praiSea'or rewarded,
N
she-will

iwant to behave in a like manner,

r.

In addition to its use in modifying bchavior,,positise.reinforce:

ment can also be used to increase a.student'S rate of, learning
64
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academic tasks. The reward or reinforcer used as part of this

strategy has been useful with handicapped children in special

classes. In addition, regular classroom teachers at all leliels

have used reinforcers as part of their instruction. Some rein- I

forcers which have been used for over fifty years include the

star, Charts, special privileges, and social-approval. Social

approval is used by warm and affectionate teachers who recognize

the importance to children of both verbal and non-verbal communi-

cation. They praiseyhen.needed, touch without fear, approve, and

compliment through eye-contact.

More recently, teachers have used tokens and contracts as

reinforcers. When contracts are used, the child is actively

involved in the decisions made about how he/she is to be taught,

when the completion of the identified tasks is expected. The

child selects the reward that is to be given wheti.the set number

of tokens haseen earned or upo completion of the

It-is important for teachers to refrain from the overuse of

reinforcers. Praiing or rewarding children for every satisfactory

contribution can cause children to become insensitive and indifferent

to reinforcement. Therefore, the use of intermittent reinforcement

is suggested. Intermittentreinforcement,follows a schedule-

where praise Is given in specified time intervals. For example,,

a program can be set up wherein a child is praised every third or

4, fouith time a behavior occurs. -Praising intermittently then but
. )

consistently can be very,effective in maintaining behaviors.

In cases where teaCiers are faced with children exhibiting

extreme behavior, special education personnel or psychologists may

A
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t, help identify reinforcers that may be successful.'

e
Peer and Cross-Age Tutoring are widely,used strategies to

assist teachers in individualization. The advantages of eeer

teaching are many; however,a few stand out as more positive ,

tha others for use with handicapped Black and other minority ,

handicapped chil'dren. The advantages of peer teaching are as

f011ows:

1. 'Peer's can often explain very complex concepts in simpler
and more understandable terms than the teacher;

2. Peers can help each other by 'using drill, cueing., and
moderi,ng which allows the teacher to maximizestime with

xef other children;

-3. Peers are able to develop' empathy and patience. Moreover,
when encouraged to change from tutor'to tutee,-children
develop respect for'the special abilities others.possess.

Teacher Behaviors

In addition to the varied strategies that effective teachers

use with success in the regular classroom, these instructors.also

seem to have certain instructional moves and-tclaS'srdOm control,

v

techniques which make the instructional strategy used more

effective. Teacher instructional moves are identified in Figure

. One.

More attending
Les abrupt ess
More drill' g

. More enco aging
More ethnicity,
Less filling time
Fewer illogical statements
More mobility

Figure gine

InstructiOnal Move's

More mohitOling of reaming
More:open sentences

Mbre pacing
More praising
Less rushing
More spontaneity
Less stereotyping
More structuring

,. More teacher-m0e
-More materials
Less time fixedness
More waiting

-28--



Teacher behavior control moves ate described in Figure Two.

Figure Two

Teacher Behavior. Control Moves

Less belittling
More consistency of message
Less exuding
Less harassing
Less ignoring
More modeling

Less moralizing
Less>policing
More personalizing,
Less sarcasm
More signaling

Handicapped Black and other minority handicapped children

have a greateAchanAgs of developing a seng*e of self -pride and worth
t

and of attaining demic success if they are exposed to teachers

who maintain t e instructional andbehavior control moves in

FigureS One and wo.

Teacher attitude must be considered another basic element

affecting-instructional elivery. TheRo§enthal and Jacobsen

;Report of the'late sixties revealed the tremendous impact that

attitudes of teachers have olt.student performance, This effect

hai.been especially evident in teacher expectations of minority

children. Black children who are handicapped are highly, visible.

These children who are both minority and handicapped are victims

of a double jeopardy in -that many teachers. expect less from 'both

groups. Thee teachers typically give les attention and piaise.

to, are less supportive of, demand less of, did are less eager -

to interact with these groups of children to ensure their academic

success.

Preconceptions'of the behavior of many children who are Black

apd handicapped are derived from assumptions of the "deficit"



theory- rather than the "difference" theory. Subscribers of the

deficit theory view the child who comes to school and does not

function as'a Middle-class child is expected to function, as

unready becauSe of an inadequate home environment. ihose persons

who subscribe to the difference theory view the child who does

not function as a middle-class child is expected to function as

different as a result of cultural diversity. Teachers make

1,4

stereotypic judgments which categorize children as less than

able learners and social and emotional misfits (Crowl, 1974).

They are unable to see value in difference. On the other hand

-- with the advent of PL 94-142, regular teachers in.a mainstreamed

environment are challenged to develop and use instructional

strategies_ that are positive. They are challenged to maintain an

individualized education program in which all students can learn

at their vim pace. Thus, the regular teacher in a mainstreamed

classi-oom is a critical element in the teaching/learning prOcess.

.Moreover, the success' of many children of.various abilities,

interests, cultures, and performance levels is dependent upon the,

teacher's knowledge of what and how to teach and especially his/her

attitude and behavior toward handicapped Black and other minority

handicapped students.

(Show the filmstrip, Teaching Strategies.*
Generate your own follow-up questions.)

/--
*Teaching Strategies is from the set Mainstreaming: Classroom
Management.
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MO OM MI III MIR Mr INslicriAr AI JillII Inn 111111

TRANSPARENCY 4 CLASS GOAL

III Ell I=

Behavioral Objective

Enabling 'Activity

. Teacher Educator Student Material
A

1) Tile student will be,able to
1st and discuss ways of establishing
and maintaining effective
communication with minority parents. .

Lecture III

Lecture III

Read Handout III-1

la.) Lecture III: Parent
InvolVement

b) Handout III-1 Communicating
with Parents of Culturally
Diverse Exceptional
Children

2) The student. will be able to
discuss six (6) ways of addressing
the primary needs of parents of
minority handicapped students.

Lecture III

t

3) The student will be able to

identify nine (9)'positive assumpton
pertaining to parents of exceptional
children which will assist teachers
in promoting parental involvement
in the 'education of their child.

Lecture.III

I -

Lecture III

Read Handout 111-2

2a) Lecture III: Parent
Involvement

b) Handout III Tip for
Teachers on SchooP,Parent
Communication.

Lecture III

Read Handout 111-3

3a)

b)

Lecture III: Parent
Involvement

Handout III 7 3 Basic
Considerations in Planning
a Parent-Involvement
Program

C I



a

0
OPTIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL. PLAN CLASS III

Behavioral Objective.....Ipa''

1) and 2)

Enabling Activity

Teacher Educator Student Matefial -

t
Rolle play a parent/

teacher conference
with a minority
parent.

Conference Options:

o Beginningie'ar-
conference,

o Conference to refer
student for testing

o Conference when'
'child is performing

poorly

o Conference when
student is a

discipline problem

=Handout III-1

Handout. III -2

r

3)

p CI

Group activity:

DeVelop a program to
involve parents in
working with their
child at home

C3



HANDOUTS, TRANSPARENCIES (APPENDIX)-

CLASS III

Handouts

Handout III,--1 - Commuhicatiqg with Parents of
Culturally Diverse EZceptional
Children

Handout 111-2 - Tips for Teachers On School-
Parent Communication

Handout 111-3 - Basic Considerations in Planning
a Parent Involvement Program

Transparencies

TP-4 - Class Goal

-35-
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Studying the history of education in America, one quickly

discovers that parents of handicapped children and non-handicapped

children have been.systematically isolated frbm both the schools

and teachers and denied any meaningful. -decision-making roles

regarding their children's education. There were some exceptions
rt

to this systematic isolation, especially in the early nineteen

hundreds when parents of handicapped children lobbied to make

changes in theeducation of their children. Howel.rer, this

rejection and isolation of parents have been particularly evident

in irban communities where parents and children are not always

handicapped but are'from cultural and social environments which

differ-from the teacher and-mainstream America. These parents were

not actively involved in the education that their children received

in the public` schools.. Moreover, many parents were in awe of

teachers, by'virtue of the parents' feelings of/inadequacy or lack

/

of knowledge of the teacher/learning arena. Other were alienated

'from thp school because of negative experdences with chool per- wie

sonnel. °Most parents were, however, concerned about eheiT

children's education although they did'aiot know wbat they could
'N

do to assist the schbol in educating'tlieir,,,,c.41dren. In addition,

teachers did not view parents as educators and, 'thus, as capable

of participating in the development and delivery of education.

This period oL parental isolation from education is ending

as more teachers and parents begin to work in partnership to o

develop programs and solve educa,tional,problems. Much of the

impetus supporting the.move toward parent involvement has re-

sulted from a combination of educational studies and the political

-36-
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movements of the sixties and seventies. Teachers are also beginning

to see the role of and to'interact with the extended family which:

is often a viallj.e part of Black and other minority family
IL.

structure. Of significance-is Head Start which reqUired parent

involvement. The latest impetus for parent involvement has come

from the lekislatike mandates of P.L.' 94-142.

O

PARENTS AS PARTNERS.

'II'' Over the past three decades many Black and other minority

children have been identified as intellectually handicapped and

have been relegated to special classes although parents have

been convinced that their children were misplaced. Public-Law

.94-142 acknowledges the importance of parents in the education of

children. A mandate identifies the role of parents in the,

development of an individualized education plan for the handi-

capped Child is specifiCally in the law.. Procedural safeguards

inherent in The' law are recognition of the parent's right to
SA.

monitor his/her child's education and to Ehallenge the education

-provided.
e

The teacher and parent cooperatively are able to provide

the be.st educational environment possible to help the handicapped

Black and other minority child reach his/her potential, However,

Bing able to vOrk partnership with parents to enhabce the

learning of handicapped Black and other minority children isnot

an innate skill. It.must be taught! Thus, teacher education pro;

grams in our colleges and-universities must see parent-teacher

edUcation as a priority. However, as late as the seventies, pre-
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service teachers could go- through an undergraduate teacher education

program without being apprised of the importance of parent's as

active and eager contributors to the education of children, excep t

t_:,,
. .

in their traditional roles as room mothers and-fathers and Parent

Teacher Association (PTA) members.

Whereas sharing information such as reports, records, progress

rpports,and other information with parents is not necessarily new

for teachers, allowing parents to share inciitical-deci.sions,such

as planning eduCational programs based on this information is new:

Thus, the P.L. 94-142 mandate for parent involveme.nt makes it .

necessary for regular teachers in a' mainstreamed'environment to

develop skill in new rQles... A

COMMUNICATING WITH PARENTS

Working with parents to design and implement curriculum for
4*

handicapped children is one way for regular teachers to develo
.

.'effective communicaipn skills. Regular teachers must do the

followiiTg:

1) participate with parents in planning curriculum
. for children on a partnership basis;,

2) 'confer with parents periodically on the progress
of the child;

3) report and interpret the evaluation of children
in clear precise terms without resorting to education
jargon;

4) supervise parents who assist in the delivery of
instructional and non instructional services within
the school (Reynolds) 1977).
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1A9btain the participation of Black and other minority 'parents
\i, ., 4

of handicapped children, the educator must communicate with the

parents effectively. The regularjducator must listen to and

inform parents in order to effect understanding, trust, and

respect. Two special educators asked parents of handicapped

ch'iidren for suggestions that would make beginning teachers (and*

all teachers as well) more effective in their communication. In

response, the parents suggested thatthe teacher should:

W) Be honest, explain things, including the good and
bad sides;

1) Be Sensitive to parents' feelingsand give them as
much information possible,'

3) Understand that ipst parents do care about their
children and what happens; school is not a dumping
ground or a babysitting service to them;

4) Offer suggestions to be. used at home;

5) Set the example for the child; the Lacher, like
the parent, must model goo& behavior,

6) Be open to parent' suggestions. The teacher should
, not always be negative;

7) Have a lot of contact with pgAnts;

8) Be sensitive to the child's needs and try todaok
at all aspects of the child;

9) Do not be afraid to ask that exceptional children
work at home, but give them specific things to
accomplish which are in tune with what is going on
in the classrOom;

10) Do not make premature judgments of the learning
potential of theparents, thereby slowipg down

. some learning that could be taking place;

11) Learn to relate to parents. The teacher shou'l.d
understand that the child'is handicapped but that
the parents are not;

.12) Help the child to feel important, to be top dog in
something (Mandell E Fiscus, 1981).

All of these recommendations from parents are indications of

the desire of parents of handicapped children to communicate

-39-



with the teachers of their children.
v

Marion (1979) suggests other gOdelines that teachers may use

to establish effective oral and written communications that are

sensitive to Black 'and minority parents. They are as follows:

1) Know, if possible, the educational lev'el of the
parents before sending out written communication.
This information will help determine the wording
of the message;

2) Use the titles Mr. and Mrs. in all written
- correspondence;

.3) .Be brief but clear in oral and written communications;

4) Use language that can be understood by the parent,
but is not condescending;

A

Be positive in his/her approach and begin with
some of the cbeld's positive attributes;

6) Ask parents to repeat parts of the discussion
where clear understanding is essential.

When parents and teachers communicate effectively, advantages

-accrue to all parties involved. ,(See Figure Four.)

Figure Four

ADVANTAGES OF OPEN -COMMUNICATION BETWEEN

THE REGULAR TEACHER AND THE PARENT

There is an opportunity for cooperatiVe planning.

The teacher has an opportunity to perceiVe family
interactions.

It helps involve the parent, in the total education system.

It broadens the teacher's perspe"ctiVe'of fainily and
,ocieial differences.

It folows the intent and spirit of P.L. 94-142.

Parents and teachers learn new techn2cii>5%pf conferring.
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PARENT NEEDS

Parents of handinpged'Black and other minority students have

specific needs that the regular teacher can address to gain their

participation. These needs are the need for information, and the

need, to belong.

. Need 6°4 griliokmation

Ak

The parents' need for information is one that teachers must

not overlook. Although the provisions, of P.L. 942142 may be,

well-known to' eduCators, parents of handicapped children., although

`exposed to P.L. 4-412, may still have insufficient iamiliarity

withthe law. Thus, educators must inford parents of the law and

its regulations

informed of the

advocacy groups

(Marion, 1980), In addition, parents should be

evaluation procedures used for placeffeAt and of

that are available to assist them. To provide

information to parents of minority handicapped students, the

regular teacher can,mail flyers, have parent-teacher conferences,

and hold informal meetings in churches and community centers.

Cooperating parents of minority handicapped students can also be

usedas outreach workers to inform unresponsive parents of the

law, its regulations, and the parent /school, partnership. Besides

informing parents Of the law, teachers must inform minority parents

of the services that are available in the school to assist the

handicapped. hild and the family. The more informed parents are

the more'able they are to work with.educators to develop and

and deliver appropriate education their children.

-41-
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Need to Betong

Some parents of handicapped Black and other minority handi-

capped students have not had the experience of belongint to parent
41.

or advocicy groups. Others may have-bel-onged to groups that

expressed views that were inconsistent with their lifestyle and

cultural orientation. At meetings or in groups, statements Which

seem to view unfavorable the childrearing practices and the

family structure of minority groups have caused minority parents

to feel unwanted Dr undesirable (Marion, 1980). For these

reasons, minority parents have been reluctant to form alliances

with middle-class oriented organizations, and, resultingly,

minor y parents have become isolated.

The teacher of minority handicapped students can alleviate

paren s', feelings bf Isolation and promote the development of

alliane s between parent's and the school by doing the following:

11- Assuring parents that they should not feel guilty.
- about their child's exceptionality or piLdblem;

2) Accepting(the parents' feelings without labeling
them;

3) Helping parents to see the positives in the future;

4) Accepting parentsas individual not representatives
of a category;,

-5)
'Respecting

the need for parents...to value'theif
-lives highly;

6) Recognizing..what a big job it is to raise an
exceptional child and help parents to find...the
range of programs, servifes, and financial resources
needed to make it possible for parents to .do-the.
job with dignity (adaptet from: U.S. Department of
Health, Education Welfare, 1976b, p.2).
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To encourage thp participation of minority parents in the

education of their children, teachers of minority harfdicapped

children'need to become advocates. Their taking an active and

visible role on behalf of handicapped students and their pro

riding forums where minority parents can present their views ina

non-4.4 hostile atmosphere will encourage minority parents to join

forces with the school for the benefit of their children. In

addition, the desire for the participation of minority parents

as members of organizations should be communicated to parents

through positive and sincere solicitation.

ASSUMPTIONS TO ENSURE PARENT INVOLVEMENT

If regular educators are to have success in involving parents

of handicapped children in the development and delivery of

,education to their children, several assumptions need to be made.

TheseassumPtiOns.speak to the relationship between parents and

their handicapped child and between parents-and theirchild's"

eduCational program (Karnes E 'Lee,. 1980). These assumptions

are os follows:
;

1

1) Parents are interested in the growth of their
,handicapped child and want to acquire new and
improved skills in order to promote the child's
growth;

2) Parents will involve themSelves when professionals
show respect for them as individuals;

3)° Parents will find time_ to become involved' in'
,their child's'prp'gram if the qrivolvement makes
sense to them;

4) Parents are willing and, able to learn improved
skills for' working with their handicapped Child;
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5) Pla'rents will involve :themselves most when their
training, is specific and when they can see some
direct applications;

6) Parents will involve themselves most when the
approach is individualized;

7) Parents will involve themselves most when served
by professionals who have been trained specially
to work with parenti in divergent, appropriate
ways;

8) Parents will involve themselves most when informed
of the progress of theijr efforts;

9) Parents will develop more positive attitudes when
involvement is successful (Karnes & Lee, 1980).

TEACHER COMMITMENT

Whatever programs are structured to gain the involvement and

commitment of parents Will require creativity, patience, and

competence on the part of educators. ,Parents can be willing

partners if educators evince confidence in the ability of parents

to give meaningful input and support. Educators should be candid

but caring and receptive of views that may conflict with their

own. 'Thei/: desire to help handicapped children succeed in the

academic and social setting must -b6 one that is evident and

sincere. As educators, they must strive to synthesize theireal

with the ideal to effect an appropriate education for each minority

hapdicapped child. In,addition, it is well to remember that the

parents of the handicapped love their children and want the best

them, much the same as parents of nonhandicapped,children.

Moreover, if the regular' edtwator is sensitive to the handicapped

child's parents possible guilt, shame, and feeling of blame for

having a handicapped child, he/she can-be/ever empathetic and

supportive.
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THE IEP: PARENT INVOLVEMENT

The development of an Individualized Education Plan (IEP),

A major component of P.L. 94-142, is,an excellent vehicle to

effect a partnership between the parents and the school. The

IEP is to be developed and reviewed each year by, the child's

parents and others, such as the teacher, a special education

specialist, and a representative of an agency which is able to

contribute to the program development. The Individualized

Education Program must include:.

1) A statement of the child's present level of
educational performance;

2) A statement of annual goals including short-term
instructional objectives;

3) A statement of the specific educational and re-
lated services to be provided;

4) The extent to which the child will participate
in a regular education program;

5) The projected date for initiation and anticipated
duration of such services;

6) Appropriate objective criteria, evaluation pro-
cedures; and schedules for determining on-at least
an annual basis whether instructional objectives
are being achieved.

The mandates of P.L. 94-142 indicate that all services which

are related*t.octhe
*
instruction of the handicapped child must be

clearly specified and communicated to parents and others re-

sponsible for the child's education in order that all are aware

of the support services to be provided. Parents are then able to

determine the. appropriateness of the school's intent. For example,

when the regular teacher needs the assistance of special ed-
,

ucators and/or special, instructional teaching aids not housed in

\ -45-
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the regular classroom, parents and all who are concerned need to

be apprised of why this assistance is needed and wh'en it is to be

used. At other times the regular teacher must use ancillarx

services which are essential for the handicapped child. Such

services may include special transportation around the school

facility to receive appropriate instruction,to supplement'class-
.

room instruction. When these services are provided and parents

4

are informed openly and more often,thah not have been a part of

Ithe planning, Misunderstandings, mistrust, and ignorance between

parents and the school will be lesened or nonexistent..

TOGETHER

Teachers and parents must work together to provide the best

possible education for each minority handicapped This,

means that parents and teach6rs heed to share information about the

schookol@Weironment and the home environment. In addition, to

effect a floinership, the regUlar teacher must develop strategies

that can be used with parents who are angry, shy'and uninformed

and with those who,harbor guilt feelings. Crucial to the' develop-

ment of a positive working relationship with parents is the

teacher's respect for and knowledge of cultural div6rsity and

handicapping conditions.

On the other hand, parent must feel free to share with

teachers what they perceive -as realistic goals, and .objectives for

thei child, they:must be willing to match these goals against

data rom several sources. Moreover, the information on the child's

rformance at home and in other fami /social environments pro-

-46-
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vided by parents is invaluable for it provides the teacher with

the additional data for deciding the appropriateness of services.

It also helps in the selection_of environments for receiving the

instructional services.

P.L. 94 -142, has broclight into.focus the Pmportance of parents

in the education of students. The law delineates specifically

that parents are to participate in t,he development of the IEl?

and have due process rights. Thus, the law mandates and gives

impetus to the development of parent- teacher partnerships in an

effort to provide appropriate education to each handicapped child.

Finally, there is a great need in all of our schools and

especially the classes where there are such diverse needs aS those

of minority jlandwicapped students to improve the chances of

academic success. Teachers no' longer have to do it alone. .Barents

are there, not only because of P.L. 94=142 or title Iman4tes,

but because they care ,about their children. The'involveMent of

parents in the mainstreamed classroom with the regula teacher is

good for the child:good for the parents, gopd for the teacher,

,-and good for public education.

-47 -.
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Name
Date

Professor F

The Development and Delivery of Instructional Services

A Commitment to ,the Minority Handicapped Child
4

t

Directions: For each numbered item there is a lettered set of alternative
answers or completions. Select the,BEST ONE for;each item. Circle
your response.

".
1) Which ONE of the following is NOT a teaching strategy that may be used

to enhance the success of.a minority student in a mainstreamed environ-
ment?

a) Lmdercuttirig
h) reinforcement of learning
c) direct instruction
d) 'individualized education plan

2) Which ONE of the folloWing is leait important to deveioping,a curriculum
for minority students? The learner's -

a) needs
. br. age .

c) feelings
d) goats

.31 Which ONE of the folloWing is Nara step to use when determining urricu=
lum in a mainstreamed (environment ?,

, , ,
...4I

1

a) instructional strategies
:,

II) task: amalyiiS :
-

c) fusion:01am
e

.

d) Studentts level functioning
'. z .

. ,
. , Directions: Circle?Disagree' or 'Agrees to each statement that - follows:/ A -. 0

, g
4) Incorporating the

..

languages, Ieritage,.values:analearning styles of
minority children into,theelication process with Status equal to
majority children is theoretically and pragmatically impossible.

_.)
. 7-e

N.
......J .

4

4

a'

o

t

aAgree-

0o -
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-S) Current forums for.parent/teachg't commuriication (e1. g, associa;
tions, conferences) provide sufficient opportunities for the increased

teacher iesponsibilty to communicate with parents.

Disagree Agree
',4

P

46) Implementing PL 94-142 diminishes the rol e and responsibility of the
regular school teacher.

...

Disagree Agree
[1,

It is,

'411 of
oTtant for teachers to understand the values and lifestyles of
6 children in^their classrooins.'

Agree

supply responses that make each statement.

; 0

Disagree

Directions: To items 8
ete/correct,

8) Teachers interested in promoting positive parental involvement in their
child's education should assume that parents of exceptional children are:

, and.

t

. : .

9) When initiating oral or written communication with mindrity'parents, teachers
can establish. effettive.communication by observing the following guidelines:

, and .

,

ESSAY 1 .41k

..
,.,....

10) Briefly discuss ways'ays 'that_teachers can-allev iate parents,feelings of fear

-'`and isolation and promote positive alliances that meet their nedas.

I

41.

) Briefly contrast the characteristics of fixed and emergent curricula.

-49-
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CURRICULUM

DIRECT INSTRUCTION

MAI NSTREAMI NG

GLOSSARY

sygiematic plan for exposing students to. content
/and processes df learning and living.

instruction which involves teacher lecture,
demonstration, and/or explanation with or
without the benefit of audio-visual aids.

the practice of educating handicapped children
in regular educational settings. This generally
involves the placement of handicapped children
in regular classrooms and the provision of
support services when necessary.

REINFORCE1ENT OF LEARNING strategy of rewarding or reinforcing correct
answers or proper behavior to _increase the
likelihood of the behavior being repeated.

UNDERCUTTING

4.,

an instructional strategy used in individualized
educationprograms which involves beginning
learning activities a little below the child's
independent level.

fr
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Lecture Qne:
Er

4

r-r

(

SCHOOL: A REFLECTION OF MAIATTtEAMING PHILOSOPHY?

HO I-1

You are a regular teacher trainee and you are observing in a schbol in

which you will most likely have your field experiences. As you walk to your

first observational assignment you observe that'in Room 303., 95% of the

students are black and learning disabled and exhibit hyperkinetic behavior.

In Room 205, about 95% of the students are Anglo and 5% are physically handi=

capped, and in Room 206, 95% of the students are without handicaps. The

only minority teacher is assigned to Roan 301. You notice that this pattern

occurs throughout the school. At the conclusion of the school day, the

principal asks you tcmeetin her office. She states that you are privileged

to have the opportunity to do your field experienceqn an environment

committed to PL 4-142.

Based on your knowledge of PL 94142 and your most recent examination of

ways to make curriculum more relevant, how would you respond to the'principal:s

call for any question( or comments?

I

1

Is this mainstreaming?

Describe the curriculum from your perspective.

Who are the determiners of the curriculum?

How is the curriculum delivered?

4, \
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Lecture Two:

HO II-1

PROFILE OF STUDENT- TEACHING STRATEGIES

a

DIRECTIONS: Using the student profile reproduced below and Informal
Assessment information provide7d by the teacher, list
below teaching strategies that you might use with
this student in Tour subject area.

EXAMPLES/ Commercially available games to reinforce specific
skills and peer-tutor who can work with the student
An free period...

When you have completed this exercise, restart the
filmstrip.

AGE: GRADE: SUNE6':

IQ Test Scores: Group -- 80 Classification: Learning Dis-
abled

Individual
110

Reading Comprehension: C3 years below'grade level)

Math Skills: (2 years below-grade level)

Assignment:

Teaching Strategies Used:.

t

.,

Reproduced:

"Masnstreaming: ..Classroom Management Techniques

Copyright, 1978 'Guidance 'Associate-s,
41 Washington Avenue
Pteasantville,New York

4
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HO LII-1

. Communicating with Parents of Culturally
Diverse Exceptional Children

ROBERT I.. MARION

Working with parents if culturally di% ecsejlt
exceptional children sluiucild Ix ',tendered an
put tine challenge to tea. hers and echo alms
in this 'decade. The adoption of sin Ii an at's-
tulle by professionals chi% not negate oral%

sithm.rihe to Illy prliblvois that might arise lie
tween part tits and ctlirs ills cling
ideologies. values. and feelings. Rattier. sticas a
view rectigni/es that rrh. tiun.bip% 1?vtw
pannts of culturally dnerse handicapped and
gilled I hildrn and iirofession.d.
drastically altered by ret.ent I curt ce1 isions
and legislatise enat.tntents These proitonni e.
navoitsOlavir ;mein' eel Igiiiiii till attitudinal
hinges muting the allvt grumps
Islost' of the t hanges, brought akinl through

lin a mats ur by legtlal !ell .11.t.t.t1
.1. Imisttl.( 1);, icareitt who hail pro. iinisly
liven iflentifitsl as ilisads antaged. disenfraii.
I fused. or 'blinked. There hate liven set oral
ream.nis fur this response frrun c dd.-
fennt parents. The Mills v. the nostril of Ella.
idsim 1'17:3 dm taunt 'incise. to the issue

tracks rig. It forbade the District of 1:nit:nibs,'
%shoots to use a system of plaLeinent that re-
sulted in the assignment df disproportionate
numbers of minority students in the general or
it/wett I.Urrit ulum track in the sc holds. The
fitrinsvl% unit, Assmiutilm of 1111arileti Ceti
Lens (PARC, v. Pennsylvilnin 1,197 I I case %vas

significant victory for:WM(14.'04;d students
and parents. It established the right of ever%
rneatilly'retarded h hild to have au opportnnit
tot a f,: and appnopriate I.ubfil. -cc limit
I atifirc ter All Italian milted
Children Art of 197sirodit. Law 1421 prn-
videri several guarantees lo pannts and
lied Iheir rob-, .1% 4 partners in the ed
m alumni prof Prolvi.lions dial nm ill
panic olat l In 11411'111s (St ( ethical%
(Intim: 1 halfwit were rigid. relating to due
sine PSX. 'mmHg rindualory tximg, and la,'
Huhn tore envoi.. cit.

SI* a

I-

In understand the signifie.ine that such
paints ALA -to [hear des elopinvitts. tho
siniilanties and (Inferences in the eduLational
process for Lulturally diverse gitted-end hand-
icapped children, in the siliuuls must be re-
viewed. The similarities ran be summarized
frnm the following viewpnints. First. parents
iii liacificatiped nil gifted I liddren should be

. t onsiclencl parpts ut ext optional children.
This statement ean be interpreted within the
-framewnrk that both c.ategories of a hildrep
11.1% skfin 1.11 ethic hmt.11..ox 3.111. and personal
needs (Cruel kshAnk. 1'975: !toy!. Nlar-
land. 1972: Sato, 19741, Second. tormal assess-
&lit has played a rule in the assignment of
numerous children to these iii% ergent Late.
gories of atm eptional h hildren. 'I his has been
equally tole for minority a !Ching' and tor non
minorit 1 lilldren ietv. Third. reat her
perceptions how liven 4: 1,.tl part ill the total
prog000t-itIVicififving gifted and anilic tipped
students. frier to Lau '14 142. teal hers
were Irispiently the prim:ire and vc vp
identifiers of handicapped children (Dcinn,
Viral: I [inky. 1,16.11

htsnie iitthst.tit !:;1.% evil tilt. 11%1

of gifted and handle aimed shpuld b. under
scored. how men First. Loth cubsets
are Considered exceptional. giftedness has the
connotation of excellence. of wisdom. of power.
Ifandicapping conditions have the cunnota-
lion a weakness. suhnormality....irjd ugligess
(Giffin. 19791. Second. assessment as utilized
by the schools has played a flir greater role in
assigning' culturally di% ersulpopolations to
classrooms for mentally retarded Lhildrn than
to Llasses tor the gifted Munn. !num: /ones.
1'172. Marion. )4741. Third. tem her noutina
!inn as .4 selection Ipol in the identification
procef.s has not been very sucl,essful in fecog-
pizing giftdise.s. ttttt 'ilivenie

Il'een'ato flirt li:15111 It has been
used with, nufr tie (lira( y in ihagnosing cultur-

.
Furg.t el 46. Number H. ropy.
light elzucrte t ...tom Ii In( rm 41.11.111.11

I
Mai ON` .

Reprinted with permission. Ma'rion, R. L. Communicating
with parehti of culturally diverse exceptional.-children.
Exceptional Children, 1980, 46, 6167:62i.'-
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ally different pupils who are hautlit apped
(Dunn. Hobbs. f975 lone,. 192 21.

RE.V.:T1ONS OF PARENTS

cg .. Exceptional thildres
It) 0

.. . .16
4

The real turns of parents In thesis %umlaut'',
and ditterent es in the *A hooting pro( es. has'.
led to a 'markedly diflernt relationship be-
tween professionals and parents of t ulturally
diverse gifted and bandit aimed students
contrast to their nonnuniirity counterparts.
The reactions of parents of culturally different
children in both categories can probably be
described differently from the way in whit h
most of the literature to date has depc Usti
them Descriptions of the reactions f parents
to the birth of their handic apps lc ild tnt hide
these terms shock. disbelief. grief. moaning
A traffic. sear( Ii for a t ause and a t lire olten
accompanies these delense mechanisms \tans
parents hail. been helped lw prnIhssionals And
other parinis Iii .111 opt ih 11.111'4111.1p .a their
hild.
These rem tions an be trat ed dam :Iv to

studies of Anglo inertt an parents. 'Mut Ii of
the data was obtained from observing. esallt-
ming tout reporting tie)the at tiv trs,14 nun-
minority parents Not as out h etidem t on the
same subject has been accumulated and doc-
umented with culturally diVerse' parents One
3-year study (Marion ,St NteC:aslin, 1j79) has
served to, substantiate the fart that many par-
ents of rulturaliy diverse handicapped chil-
dieh are not consemed with,,the same strong
feelings as those iTiat overt% ftishrt nonrikinor-
it) parents laidertis (1474/also supported
the position that culturally differentparents do
notfit the stereotpe generally ascribed to par-
ents of han-dicapped'aildren. Frequ'ently. par
ents of culturalllt,diverse h,andicappea chil-
dren have not .°.espressed shock: disbelief.
sorrow. and sow!. of the i*her associated feel-
ings' of guilt and-dwression. On the contrary.
prior to Public Lar.1-:-1-12. feelings of protec-
tion.and acceptance of the handicapped child
was the ,m2i 4jaileriitition (Marton, &
McCaslin. Arley. This especially true of
Xlexican-Arcerican and film k families. both of
whom had extended fanitli: networks (1111-link
sley. !Chia: Itrit:1972): Much of the:researth
during this period did nut stress die strengths
of minnrily anti t taiga))) do erae families and
tended to ascribe Pathological rtnditions to
atypical family sins/tures [Minui:tiint 1967:
1V1yrdalorl 944). Nfany.resarchers alsii ignored

11'

the role la religion and the liselings lit ep
lam voila ...ionic engeniterel lq its plat t of
prom! nente in t ulhualls dis erse famthe.
liegslev Pilaf Vele. Hill. 1.1721

I he imrdeialit has mg .1 halide sipped r fold
in the faintly was probably most sirongli I used
in the 1nnt1l. Ill I tilturally ills ere parents
when their child etnered hool (liarsch.

4.it ed with large numbers aft ulturally differ-
ent t Itildren in urban areas. regular sa liord iyi-
tdms showed their inability to accommodate,
thes'children by assigning increasing num-
hers ot then) tai special education t lasses Dunn.
14118, Hobbs. I971: !ones. 1972). Spec IA edu-
cation aided in this movement by the reta p-
rural act ptatit 1. of these t hiltlyen info r lasses
lor this mentally retarded (Hurley. 1969: hur-
ler. 0)7 I) horetore in the Pro's gretat

of (lien. rhildren grew tip in
the spec 1.11 mho atom sv stein ',intl. as a licks-
( ents. hail bet lime jirtultit is of owl! hill Ilimg
piopliet s lI aiseti

The! gustiest CP.tu 111111 e\f,rr.setl by parent.,
11, -Ise bandit apped i bildren has

been moo of anger and dismay at the polio alt
to emu fusion of their t hildren in t lasses for
the pientalli irtarded and iineitimially di.
turbd. This polio . as ()radii by the it hoots.
has permeated the thinking of Jai Itur.i11:441t=
verse famthez: to rut h an estent that tiles hail.
become devperate 'and confii;ed The anger.
displayed by these parents has h en a_ reaction
against an'edot ational sy,rtern t iat they feel
has promoted these two catego s as the only
approprtat depositories for their children
Worley. 1471. Marton. 197(1)

Parents of culturally diverse gifted 'students
have not reacted to a policy of inritesion but
rather to school practices of exclusionQ . \l-
though gifted childri are considered escep-
tional.t hildren. parents of ciiiWrally am erge
gifted students havegbeen .Jess an optimistic
about the clionce's that their children Will gd111_
entry into programs fur talented students (Mar-
ta', in prssl. Pessimistic; reactions to the
heavy reliant e by s( hoots upon 1.9' tests as the
major discerner of giftes/hti-ss in stildents is
«immgri. Only when .i marriage between "na-,.
hire-- and nurture- theoting is effts led .ire
parents of r tilturally dos erse gifted children
given to hope !hat their r liddren iniglii be in-

hided fn these rof twasus.
Many of the (Nitrations of parents of cul-

turally diyit.ae gilled populations have also re.
voiced ;iround the cauclition of schooling for

°
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adoiest ents Parents are concerned titat many
rulhrrallt di erne problem mildest cots of to-
day %ere yesterday's gifted and talented chil-
dren (Shaw. 1978). As younger children they
might have been described as

1 Member. ot large. finam1,111v ,11,1t tire. and
priori love families

Fshibiting inappropriate sot 1,11 beha.mr
i Popular with their c lassmates and possess-

mg more social insight than their peers

Parents are fearful that a goodly number of ed-
ibles( Nos who demonstrated tendent ies'ti to Wilt hers were mislabebd emotionally Lbr
fruited sot sully mulutiluqtetl. uc mentally re-
ittrtled on the strength of atypic al family char-

...,-acteristics ur a ulturally different manflierisms.

CONCERNS OF PARENTS
N.lany of the concerns of parents 01 t ulturally
diverse Bitted and handicapped children are
creations of the negative image that education
has prole( ted Consequently. many of the 'dif-
ficulties in the commcfnication- mocess can be
traced drrectly to this undesirable image. For
instance. spec ial Prim atiOn has clung tend-
( iuusly to the slew that the perfect family cor-
responds to an a.erage IJS Census family.
«uprised of two parents and two children.
Most cultUrally diverse families. especially the
poor, exceed this family size. Zvhich immedi-
atei) implies that they arewatviut al Silt 11
image strains the traditional concept of gift-
edness. when its presence is acknowledged
solely in an only child or in the eldest of two
children (Barbe. 1465) Likewise. parents of
culturally different handicapped children have
been made to feel guilty ahout their large fam-
ilies.

,Testing .

Perhaps the concern that has caused most Eric-
lir to occur between schools. and culturally

,- diverse popi4ations with gifted, and handl-
capped children has been the issue of testingji
This issue has occupied the thinking P. f cul-
turally diverse groups for a long time (Gay
Abriiham. 1474; Oakland: 19741. Reasons for
this preoccupation with the tesvmg issue have
been well dig iimentetl though the sorts
(Dump v Stow flocird 0) Education, t973,
Larry P. v. Riles, 14721. The concern of parents'
of handicapper) i hildren has centered' upon
the use of tests to disproportionately assign
their c hildren to t lasses for the mentally re-,

818'

a.

tarded or the emotionally disturbed (Chil-
,dren's Detense Fund. 1974,11uriey 1971) Par
tints of cultiirally diverse handicappedchildren
have complained that prior to Public Law 94-
142 their opinions were not solicited and they
did not hAve any input into the placement of
their children (Children's Defense Fund. 1975;

kerson. 1066. Southern Regional Council,
1974)

With regard to culturally diverse gifted chil-
dren. the uneasy 'truce between "nature" and
"nurture" opponents has failed to quiet the
differences of opinion sonco-ning the poten
teal for giftedness among this group Although
the definition of giftedness has been broad-
ened. schools continue to support the idea that
intelligence is measured by an IQ obtained
through testing (Mercer. 1973)

Identification

A final concern that has troubled parents of
culturally diverse gifted and handicapped
children has been the question of teacher iden
tification. This issue has emerged because many
studies report on the inability of teachers to
recognize giftedness among-culturally differ-
ent children (Malone. 1975j'egnato & !loch.
1959). Traditional indicators upon whic.0 ob-
servations are based are usually, middle class
values/. family stereotypes, and teacher expec-*
tattrofkaliout conformist behavior (Lar-

"sot, '10!...N1cCalidless, 1'iti7) In the eves of
many teachers, culturally diverse gifted pupu
jations fail to measure up to these indicators
(Marion. 1979). On the other hand. many cul-
turally diverse handicapped children are in
fact identified and placed into special educa-
tion (Prillman. 1975).

COMMUNICATING WITH PARENTS

Parents of culturally,diverse gifted and handi-
capped students have exhibited a number of
corIRn needs. When these needs' have, been
me r te views of culturally diverse parents
have generally heen changed to a more posi-
tive outlook and communication has been fa-

'cilitated. Professionals who'are attempting to
work with these parents should have an under-
standing of these needs tp effecti.eily 'expand
Atilt. rules in the c ommunication process

Need for Information

The need for information constitutes one of the'
primary requests from pirents of culturally di-

,
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terse gilled' and kook( d Inlifren Iii
commutut sting with parents tit liatitlit
children. much of this need can .he satisfied
through regularly si lieduled meetings and
conferences and planning sessions for the In-
ds% ethic atom pril'grain Oki') \tally
educators assume that their own Lombardy
with Public Law 94-142 is automatic ally be-
stowed upon the parents Npthing is further
from the truth Some parents of culturally di-
verse handicapped chtildren need to hirthe;
undsrstand the basic tenets of Public Law 94-. 14t including their rights and responsibili-
ties Educators working with parentsshould he
certain that they

1 ILIVe a knowledge of the law itself and of
corresponding regulations.
Hat Pa thorough know ledge of their i loons

3 Can effect communication among statf
members. between parents and- the
ies which are to serve their child, and. in

some I ases. Iwtvieen staff 'and the c lient
they are assisting

4. Utilise apgropriate times and settings for
parent-teacher conferences.

Only well informed parents can be intelligent
consumers of information. There should hi'
:igreement that parents andedimators have tine
common denominator. theft 'concern for the
education and welfare Of children.

Parents of gifted culturally diverse children
have experienced- many problems similar to
those of their counterparts with handicapped
children. They. too. hayeian information gap
when qualitative Aid quantitative different es
of giftedness are being discussed. Many par-
ents have not been made aware of the broad-
ened"definition of gifted children 'as those in-
dividuals Alio excel consistently or show the
potential for excelling consistently in any hu-
man endext ora( adprnic. creative. kinest
thetico (performance stills). or psy( hosoc.ial
(relational and leadership skills). Parents must
exchange information to he assured that the
broadened definition will not perpetuate seg-
rigation within gifted education.' that is. non-
minority Milliken biting placed in all at alb-m-
u-ally gifted ( lasses :ind culturally diverse
pupils. going into what would be considered
"talented only" sections.

Educators who are attempting to exchange
informattordwith panints -of culturally diverse
students should be prepared to engage in time
consuming tasks. Sometimes the .parents' lack

Exceptional dildres

ut nut% c. an at 'nail% he t it
I attic. %Ott, tend to hold hat k,inturniatton on.
der the aoNninptilm that t tilturally different
paonts are nut sophistit ated enough-In grasp
the material Itatlier than asxiiine this ,taut e,
peel. ,su.nafs %bifida be 111111111L: nits 011(( 1 Ole
lu)lutttIg

1 Send messages home in language parents
understand

2. Work with c hildren to pre% eat previous
negatic lc experiences trom hai:;iiig a d'i'ng
impression.

3 Respect the parents enough to listen for
nifssages being returned.

Coniriniuu citing in a (1i-dr «incise manner
implies that professionals and parents ex.
( hangs information in laynian'Z terms Edo( ,-
tors should have a sensiti% ity to F.bonirs (Black
dialectical differences) and bilingualism and
not be offended by different -.% incises or spell Ii
patterns lewd by some. illhirally diterse pop-
ulations. On the receiving end. educators
should be underskanding of the fa( I that sonic:
parents of culturally different t hilken have
not profited Irom all the established t ammti.
nit ativit useA.by iummitiority par-
ents. F.lany part-tits of culturally diverse a hil-
dren have not actively gathered intormation by
affiliating with professinrial organizations
(Marion. 1979 Roos. 1976). Those individuals
lacking the ability to handle the sophisticated`
readingslevel of much of today's literature have
nut been able to familiarise themselves with

,written
it

material. Many do not belong to sot ell
cliques that obtain arid exchange: information
on an impromptu basis.

In fat ing these situations "edic
have an at «Tting attitude. When parents and
professitinctls ct.atintie to exchange infortrici
tion.lhe apathetic and confused parent ran he
replaced by the parent vi ho wants Id know.

1. Whether or not programs for all ages east.-
2. How the schools go dhow identit}ing'ex-

Leptiopal children.
3. About pros edures for evaluating c luldren.

'4. i low ( hildren are plat «I ui puigranix.
5. About due pro( ess.
6. Who their allies are. at. S. Department of

I !cultic. Education. & Welfare. t47Eia, p.

Edut Mors will hive to listen empathetically ,
and realize that feelings of parents ( an change
from trust to skepticism andlor curiosity. They

1 .
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nsav be critic at of cc hoot policies and pro( e-
duo- Tea( hers should teallie that this rem.-
him is normal and that parents mac be hostile
end desperate s they attempt to sort out tic ts
from their fundamental beliels about echic a-
t

Professionals ssho are attempting to work
and «inimunicate with parents .ire lac ing sun

poltant task (Rogers. Pf1)11 .They .licitild be
prepared h., listen and IN' ready td icon Inrces
%vitt) patents a one erning their rights and re-
sponsbilities. In essence. professionals should
adopt the role of ads or.ate with parents of cul-
turally diverse children Falticatcp most report
fa( tual inforcnation in an obiectisefashion. Sty
responding in this manner they c an establish
mutual positions of trust and respect.

Need to Belong

Another basic neid of parents of culturally de
v erse gifted (11;11 bandit apprd t hildren has been
the need to belong The same need applies to
both categories in spite of obvious differences
in the students. Parents with culturally differ-
ent gifted- and handicapped children are not
well represented-in the membership of parent
organizations of either category. Some parent
jfoups are unwilling to recruit culturally di-
verse populations into their organizations.
Often an unstable family financial condition
has contributed to the situation. Families
struggling to meet basic survival needs may be
unwilling to join clues paying assoc iations..
Moreover. if they has e been experiencing basic
survisal needs. parents cif a ulturall chlferent
children can be expected to be relic( Lint to as-
sociate with a membership composed of 11(16-
ple cc ho has e different Socioeconomic- and c '

tural boc.kgroundg and interests.

The outcome of this nonalrisince has been 4
feeling of isolatinu bin the part of parents with
culturally different children. These parents
have often felt as they were either unwantod
visitors or undesirables. All too often the-feel-
ing of .4,,cilatton has been brought am by an un-
fair appraisal of the laintlr structure. It has not
been easy for 'these parents to sit in on meet-
ings where discussions about family character-
istics and relationshipsare emphasizing issues
foreign to their infrestx 'noise wk.(' remain
are often seen but not 'heard

s;
(Marion. 11179).
,. I

Sr-hoofs have clot sin t es-Jolly met 110.4
lenge of helping parents overcome,their feel-

Aims of 14olation and loneliness. either. They

620
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have pro to ell polo of es( lsion against
the a ulttualls ditterent !Cohen. 19701. I an,
guage. speech. and rat IA differences have
stamped certain groups of c lidreil as out-
siders I...holtlit inishouts &Iquitos. and sus.
pens11111N have c haracterlid the ss !tools' reac-
tions to People who vary from the nonminority
population (Southern Regional Council. 197-11.

hlri,prtheless. the major responsibility for al-
leviator.; parental feelings ut indifference and
isolation 11'111.1111% 1%1111 I 11001% .111(1 1('.11 bier.

le%
' (Rt. been ranked sec and only to the lam-

S1
1

in importance in the Ines of children
(Ijobb.. 1975) Parents can he helped to simt
the feelings of loneliness if professionals will
not label them ss ilk such stereol nes -re-
jecting." -hostile." or -dtstnanding," Educa-
tors and other professionals should.

1 fissure parents'that thel should not l guilty
aboot their child's exceptionality c roblem

2 Ac i ept the parents' feelings without labeling
diem

3 At t ept parents as people-- nut a category.'
4 I lelp parent, twee the posito es inCithe Ititure
5 Respect the need for parents . to vdine their

Ines highly
6. Ri4 ngnite what a big job it. is to raise an

ex( ephnnal c loll and help parents. to find .

th range III progranis..ers ii es. and Imam tat
resoinCes needed to make it possible for par-

,'" to do the lob with dignity (11 S (Apart-
ment of Health. Edo, atinn. & Welfare. rrhb.

2)

i:at tiers and other pridessionals will have
to become ads ocates for the inclusion of par-
ents of cult.' ra11 different children into organ-
izations mainly frequented by nontninorty
pareqts Culturally different parents should he
encouraged. -4d loin parent organizations and
present minority points of view. Educ atoms will
have to collaborate cc ith parents to give them
coping skills for _joining and maintaining
Theinhership in sin h groups. Recruitment ef-
forts might be strengthened with the addition
of link?. wakens for parents experienc.ing fi-
nanc a (Idris tittles. So( m1,1).1)10;011 of cultur-
ally diverse parents he reduced when their
griuii numbers in( cease to the point where
maloitiv mi10,..r;bip .1( knowledge. their
'presetic

I !sing these giudlines. teat hers/and other
professionals will be-assisting parents of cul-
turally diserse gifted avid handicapped chil-

1 ;
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dreti tilik Ii n1111,Jf itelifigs 111 I.Ul,iIi 111
but also t4) hit.% f .0 11.1),e lit belonging

Need for Posi,k I. Self Esteem

Maslow (1962) established 'the nerd for high
sell esteem as .1 luud.un, nLll issue co the 11114
art by nl need.. Parents of t tiltinalk ijoehe
handicapped children have not experienced
mut h enham emetit of their self esteem as the
st hopls 11,1%e steadily tut reased the nuleiliersuf
their t htltlren in classes fur the mental!) re-
tarded or the emotionally disturbed Their -
counterparts with gifted c hildren have also
suffered Irnm a lack of serf esteem It has been
pointed out to them that their children hair
consistently fallen short of measures of gifted-
ness .15 determined lit IQ It..sts l'or both ennipik
of parents it ha) been :nutlied that family
structures. economic I lass, and heredity all
work to their detriment when they are ( urn-

pared to their mainrity counterparts (Jensen.
111611. N.11 mirlis n. 1967)

Parents in culturally dit erse populations
have a need to be understood They are asking
that professionals recognize their feelings and
be responsw e to them. Parents who have raised
children in a c °operative atmosphere cannot
be blamed for their alarm when this quality is
not tallied as highly as initiatRe in the sc hoot

ironmnt (11111ingsley. Hill. 97*-0.
Furtlizzore. Ameiicans tend to pride them-
selves on "fighting against the odds and not
giving up: Those persons who have not c on.
hnually subscribed to this notion have often
been accused of "stuffing off." Stouthearted-
ness and perseverance are expected of parents
no matter what type of stress they may be con,

'fronting (Hudson. 1976). Parental reactions to
these expet tations have sometimes ro.sulted411
anger and loss of self esteem.

Professionals working with minority parents
1,.,ould capitalize on emotion to rebuild tube
self esteem of parents. Anger can he used to
mobiltte ttteparents into action. Parents should
be urged to:

al
hl

ill

RH

know the law
work with other parents
work with lufessionals
use their right to speak
4tel pleading. education is a right
Trawl how to take part in planning t (*Merrill es
not compromise and insist on full es aluatiiiii
and clear goals

hi bean active riti/en tt S Department of I tralth.
EdisrAtion. h Welfare. 197611 p

Exceptional Children

1k at, Ifs boil taller
oileshionals still lime to I mitimit. tbeir ad-

oi at V roles to assist parinq, of culturally di-
(;rse analiandliapped liddr'en in pur-

smug the Kest raw(' lions Parents are
two all% tom Ming It, unto ilake ass,go-
ments without the help ill a t ommilled, re
sponsible pmfeksional.

I low 1.er. these at 111111S,( al10111 J)1. ac f:0111

1111s111`trVIIIly through teat her %01 at y. The
ads of acy jolt, for tekters will best be tom.
tuned with an ombudsman approach. Educa-
tors are in a position to mediate any intense
feelings that parents may hdYse as they expell-
ent e the stresses of rearing and Win atidg their

handeopped
hildren. In theseelifhc tilt tones in the lit es of

parents. noun' 'w ill he heard soing that tlic
do not need trials to build charm ter Illuchon.
I 4fri Teat hers should be prepared deal with
that attitude They should 'seek to strengthen
the self «tin nit of parelits by aligning Lliern-
set% es with the; parents. Teachers place them-
selves in an' understanding position by ac-
knowledging frustrations and anger Working .
from t st ant e. professionals c an resolve some
of the temporary affretie blocks that hinder
communication They can diminish the c hand 0
that they will be pen vivid as 'ex pert s or au-
thority figures. if parents are led to feel that
they lack the qualifications necessary to meet
the needs ,of their t;hild. it can only sere to
initimbiate them. As a result. the parents' self
unwept is further diminishedond any addi-
tilmal attempts at communication are thwarted.
Educators who are seeking to work effectively
with parents of culturally diverse gifted and
ha/1db dipped children have recommits.; tk
this outimme is in direct opposition to the in
tended goal of facilitating communication

Instead. teachers should continually seek to
mobiliie the energy of parents toward produce'
live ends. Professionals should help parents
find satisfac.tion in learning wiwt can be done
for their chuldsand working actively for the
child's maximum potential dot Moment As a
rqsult. the gains that parents see in their c hil
dren will become a source of continued moti-
vation. Using this approach. educators can in-
crease the cinfidenc:e of parents. Convincing e
parents to work for better public understand-
ing of their c.hddren, to improve facilities and
increase funding, will result in their im reared
self esthin.

0
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. WAYS, THE TEACHER CAN HELP

HO 11-2

' The teacher canhelp the parents of a handicapped child in a

number of ways:

1. The teacher can describe the way the child acts at school,
and help the parents compare that behavior with the way
the child acts at home.

This makes it possible to work_together on practical
solutions for the problems of routine care that are made

,
difficult by the child's diiability. Some ingenidus ideas

I have developed from teachers and parents working together
- on practical help fax the child in his daily activities;

2. The teacher can help the parents get and use information
, tohel-ptire-nrwith their child
f

_

Consultative help is usually available to the parents
from professional people who are familiar with the child's
care. The teacher should encourage the parents to seek
information and advice from the child°s place of treatment.
Sometimes parents are hesitant to ask for information.

The school ncirse or the counselor are good resources
for printed materials concerning the disease or disability mtthat the, child tias-. If the school nurse or counselor does
not have the address of the national organizations con-
cerned, she will be glad to get them for the parents. Often
these materials are routinely kept on hand at school, and
may be avalable-from these people for the asking.

Both the counselor and school nurse are available to
most school districts to work with the teacher and the
parentsof the handicapped child,

The teacIfEr must remember that, though parents may learn to ks-r."
accept the child's disability, adjustment is a continuing
process.

The teacher should reassure the parent often and encourage
them from time to time., The parents need the teacher's
viewpoint to compare with theirs. They need help in
learning to be more objective--not to expect too much, or
too little, of ticeit'child.

The teacher should continue too encourage the parents-to
share the findings concerning examinations of and check-ups
on the child. In this way the school' and home can keep
current t.n adjusting activities to the child's present-needs;

0



The teacher should avoid matters which ate too extensive
for school. J

The teacher should not attempt to counsel with a parent
who has a personal or emotional problem.

Teachers most often ask how to work with parents who
behave in certain ways, such as the parent who is shy, the
parent who'is angry, or the parent who does not seem in-
terested.

The Pa /Lent Who 1.6 Shy

The teacher should use all the ways lle/she knows to put
this person\ at ease. He/she should ask some questions IN
that cannot be answered with simply "yes" or "no". He/she
may let the parent know he/she appreciates his/her coming
for the conference. If more than one relative is present,
the teacher should address the shy one directly, drawing
him/her out with his/her interest. The teacher should show his/
her approval 'for something that can beraised.

The Patient WA() Thu, Not Pakticipate

This parent comes to the conference, but may not talk
to the

-

teacher He /she is usually one of a group of two
?

or three relatives who have come to the conference. This parent
is courteous, and appears interested, but allOws the,others

;to talk forhim/her.

The teacher should be sure each member of the group is
introduced. He/she can encourage, each one tr talk by
asking direct questions. Often the others will answer
questions'or talk for him /he ?. The teacher should let
this person know that he/she appreciates the parent's coming.

The Pa/Lent WhO 14 Ang4y

The teacher should encourage this,,persOn to explain the
reason far his/her anger. He/she should,not argue withthe par.
ent and Olould answer his/her questions honestly and
tactfully. He/she should not be afraid to tell him/her if
he/she does not know the answer. They may then attempt to-
gether to decide what'should be done,about the situation.
If the teacher is not familiar with the situation, he/she
may wish to take the parent to the principal's office to
obtain' ore information. He/she should make a definite
date for discus*sing the matter again.

ir



Tht.Pattent Who Does Not Uncle/L.:stand

This person rhay be hard of hearing. He/she maY' be a
bi-lingual person, who speaks anotherlanguage mereefluently
than English. He/she may be uneducated, or think it is
'disrespectful to ask-questions of hisjher teacIA.
This parent may be unfamiliar with the teacher's accent or the
words used.

This parent wants very much to understand, but 1e/Ole
does not want to appear disrespectful or look foplish.
The teacher should make a special effort to put this parent,,,
at ease. He/she should talk to,this person as though the parr
ent were answering him/her.

He/she should use 'simple language and ask questions.
'If, he/she gets little or no response, he/she should con-
tinue the discussion, making it easy for him/her to
respond. When he/she beginsto talk with the teacher,
theparentmusthavebeguntounderstandbetterThe
teacher should keep trying until they are com ing
with each other.

iPThe attent Who6e Retigiou4 Betie
Schoot,Aetivitiez

d.

In Contitict With

The teacher Bust be thorou-ihly famitiar with the policies
of his/her school diStrict A.0 be helpful to this parent.
This parent is concerned that his/her child practice the
beliefs of his/her religion while he/she at &ends public
school, Each year that the child is in school the parent
wild- probably want to discuss thesefieliefs with the teacher

'or principal. It is helpful to those concerned to'discuss
what is involved.

For exatple, perhaps the .child's-. religion forbids him/he\l-
4

.

to salute tho American flag-or to recite the Pledge of.
Allegiance. The teacher may explain to the parent llow'this
will be handled at school°. The other class members will -(
participate-in this activity, while this thild sits or
busies hiwielf/herself with a quiet activity. The teacher
should encourage the parent to explain the beliefs of his/
her religion which might change the child's activities at

4, 'school. The teacher may then explain how the matter-will
be handled at school.

. . 4
Religious leliefs most oTten affect the way the child K.

dresses, the food he/she eats, the activitiegin which he/
she participates, and the holidays he/she may observe.,

n
0 }
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Sometimes this parent wants the, chool to change
policies to benefit those of his/her religious faith. The
teacher should suggest gha this be discussed with the
school principal or superintendent.of the,school district,

The.Patenk Who Doe4 NotSeem-Intetested p

-.This parent may feel that\he/sheis not wanted at school.
He/she may think there is nothing to talk about or that a
conference or meeting will be dull., Since both parents

are invited, to the conference, perhaps the other parent can
*become interested and encourage this one. Sometimes-other
interested parents can help. ,

(-

This parent might respond to an invitation to visit his/
her child's classroom, to ,attend acperformance in which his
child participates, or to help the teacher in tie classroom.
He/she might become interested in helping. obtain or pre-
pare materials for a special classroom activityv If the
teacher can get him/her Co school once, it will be up tothe
teacher to make him/her feel that'he. might like to come'

.again. She should.then give him another opportunity.

The Pa4ent-Who Ie CILiticat,

I.
The teacher should be well informed on the subject.to

be discussed.' He/she should stick to the Subject. The
telacher shouldansi,er cidestions Tionestlytwnd tactfully.
ShLe should not be afraid to tell' the parents if he/she
141,,es not know the answer to:a question, and she may offer
of obtain it for him. He/she may'wish to suggest that he
talk with'the principal to obtain more information.

The Paftent Who rItiez

The parent is usually feeling fruStrated. The teacher
should tell him/her it is all right to cry and offer
tissues if he/she does .not have a handkerchief. The
teacher should continue -talking while the person regains
his/her composure.. The teacher may assure the parent that
he/she is'inIerested in hip/her and his/her problems and
that he/she kmoWs this is hard for him/her.

The Parent Who 14 dolt/Lied

This parent is easy to reco.gnijze. He/she usually
worried about much more thanhis/her'child. He/she-appears
ill it ease and nervops and usually wi I tell the teacher
about his/her worries when he/she lea s that he/she is
interested.

S
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If his/her child is doing swell, the teacher should tell
him/her so immediately: If his/her child needs help in
certain areas,the teachershould tell the parent what he/she may
do to. help. This parent .will feel better whet} he/she can
work on the problem. The teacher should tell him/her
there are few prob1.16ms where nothing can be done. This
parent will pr6bably need a date for another appointment
to discuss progress.

a

O

Adapted from:.

Pickens, C. Tips for teachers on school parent communication.
MagnoliaiSchool DistriCt 14, Arkansas; DHEW(0E), 1978.
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Basle ConsIdoratIons In Planning a
Potent Involvement Progrdm

HO III-3

Programs for parents of handicapped children have, developed in
highly individual ways. In part, this is due ;tothe 'need for teachers to
develop programs to meet the unique needs of parents in.their commu-
nity or school.. But despite the individualized nature of these programs,
there are several basic considerations that serve to'ensure a quality
parent involvement program.'in this section, such considerations of an

y

Establish a Program on o Set of Basic Assumptions

A first essential consideration in planning a quality parent involve-
ment program is to delineate a set of assumptions on which the pro-
gram should be established. These assumptions. some of which have
beenidentified by Karnes, Zehrbach. and Teska, (1972), concern the
relationship of parents both to their handicapped child and to his or her
educational program. According to these assumptions:

I. Parents are interested in the growth oir their .handicapped child and
want to acquire new and improved skills in order to promote the child's
growth. This point assumes that it is important for professionals to
approach parents in a positive manner, conveying to them the belief
that teachers are .sincerely interested in involving parents in a partner-
ship. to promote the growth of tfreir handicapped cyd. It is also impor-
tant for teachers to communicate a willingness to give time and energy
toielping parents learn more effective techniques for interacting with
their child.

2. Parents arc willing and able to learn improved skills for working with
theirlhandwapped child. Research findings cited earlier suggest that par-
ents can improve their parenting skills and that this will be feflected in
improved progress of their child.

3. Parents are able to effectively work in a classroom setting including one
where their own child is enrolled. AlthOugh educators were once reluctant
to have parents working in their child's classroom, experience has
sheen that in suchsettifigs parents can teach other children-aswell as
their own without interfering with the teachinglearning process. In

fact, research suggests that this process can be enhanced. To work
effectively as teachers, parents must first have acquired some basic
teaching skills and must be ready emotionally to undertake this type of
participation. It is the role of the professional staff, together with the
parents, to determine if he or she is prepared for direct teaching in the
classroom. ...

4. Parents WI find time to become involved in their child's program if the
involvement -makes sense to them. To ensure parent involvement, parents
must feel that participation is worthwhile, both from the standpoint
of meeting their own needs, interests, and desires, Ind from the
standpoint of the groWth of the child. Having family members engage
in meaningless activities like cleaning up spilled milk, dusting books,
straightening chairs, or putting toys away is unlikely to lead parents to
believe they are making a meaningful contribution. On the other hand,
if parents are involved in playing gamed that enhance language and or

a

.

%

Reprinted with permisiion. Karnes, M. & Lee, R. Basic
bonsioerations in planning a parent involifement program. In
Fine, M. Handbook on parent education,, 1980.
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9 INVOiVING POINTS IN SAE EDUC.ATIOK OF 4ANDiCAPPED CHILDRL14

acklemiL development. they will be more likely to view their conyt bit
non as itiwortant and rind time to .engage in such aLto.tties

s, Pa/ trit.olty thettl>elves.re4t a hen thetr'tra:wit pc. try,- anathell 4.1me ihreeP applications It teachers ewect patents torollow through in the home with a suggestion, the suggestion must bespecific For example, telling parents thaf they should stmlulate theirdelayed child's language is far too global a suggest )tin. In ko trast, ifparents Are i,iven specific suggestions to teach their child to label ormatch ob!ekts. the parent willbe more likely to implement the sugges-
tion Teachers should also remember that parents are often reluctant toteach some tasks because of fear of not doing something right Profes-,Ionals can all5y these tears by being more specific °

o. Parel:ts arc easp.:stV involve when their goals and ralues-are con:pat-:He with tho5e of tire:school. Teachers find that parents who share thesame values and stAidards asthe_school are often willifig and eager to
involve themselves inyarious facets of the educational program. In
contrast vten parents do not value education, have difticult following
through_ on re4onsibilities, or prgmote dependence -of their handi-
capped child they will be reluctant to becpme involved because of dif-
ferences with the school in value systeMs. It is the role of school person-nel to assure the parents that in time their goals, anci those of the schoolwill become more compatible, particularly if parents attempt to in-
volve themselves in the educational progress of their child.

Parent.; :11 require the :greatest.fleribility in programming when thereI, wide di:ciepancv between the goals Boil, aloes of th'e school and Borne
As 'mentioned, family members whose goals ance\values correspond-with those of the school are more likely to become Involved in the
educational program. On the other hand, because differences in values
and-goals ma\' arise, parents may feel uncomfortable engaging in activi-

:* ties appropriate fq.stheir child's growth. Therefore, teachers should,
conduct is needs assessment to determine the entry level of parents inthe invOlvementrograrn. Such a riassessment will enable the teacher torecognize indit Mal differences among parvenu and program accord-
tingly for them;

8. Par,01ts will become involved to the eAtent that )hey participate in
decision malon Parents, like apyone else, want a voice in what-they do,
how 'they do it, and when they do it relating to,Their child's prilgram
Experience has taught usgtiat jf parents play a partinlieciiion making,they will show a greater commitment to involving itemselves in the
various activities of the parent involvement program'.
,9. Parents will involve tNni.:elves most when itilorme'd of the ;Provos of

their efforts, It is discouraging for parents to work day after, day and

S
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never receive feedback on their efforts. Such feedback is essential if
parents are to continue to put forth an effort. At the same time. teachers
should remember to make the feedback instructi.ve and, as often as

. possit4. positive. Remember that negative' feedback or feelings of
failure can cause family members to become discouraged and disin-
terested

W. Parents will involve themselves when profession.ils show respect for
them as indizniiiials. It is fundamental that teachers approach each parent
with genuine re=spect. No matter how contrary the parents' goals, val-
ues. ind practices-are from the school's, teachers must respect the right
of the individual to feel and act the way he or she does. When teachers
convey respect, parents will feel more comfortable and willing to in-
volve themselves in the program. Good rapport is based on mutual
respect, and when parents teel respected they will become open ,to
learning new and better v./4,v of fostering their chald's development.

11. Parents will involve themselves most ii,Iten served by professionals
who have been trained specially to work with 'varents in divergent, appro-
priate ways. The more skills teachers acquire through formal preservice
and in-service training and experience, the better able they will be not
only to evoke confidence in parents, but also to involve them in flexible
ways in the educational program. In addition, when teachers are more
skilled, they are- more able to help parents to determine their appro-
priate entry level of involvement.

12' Parents .will involve themselves most when the approach is indi-
vidualized. Parents. like children. have individual needs, interests, and
skills:An approach that attempts to match an involvement activity with
parents: interests and skills will encourage parent involvement. For
example; to expect all parents to attend a group meeting on a subject not
relevant fo all their, needs is not an appropriate procedure for indi-
vidualizing family involvement. . -

13. Parents. will develop more positive attitudes when involvement is
tr successful. In a previous assumption, the importance of feedback to

parents fur continued enthusiasm -and, effort in involvement was
stressed. The point to be emphasized here is that the more 'successful a
parent is in a given involvement activity, the more he or she islikely to?become involved in that tivity and other activities as well.

14. Parents will need les help and support from professional staff as they_
acquire more effective knowledge and`skills. The most important goal of a

:parent education program is to help parents become self-sufficient in
terms of working with the handicapped child and in miking decisions

, regarding his or her welfare. Program activities should reflect a'gradual
movement toward this independent behayior on tshipart of the parents.

, ..
.,
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15. PArents win acquire sti flood tktIls to instruct other parents. In agood parent inolvement program, parents of handicapped children
will eventually become very effective in working with other parents of
handicappci children. Generally, teachers should view this as a positive
occurrence, since it is often more meaningful for parents to provide
information and share solutions to certain problems with each otherthan to 'call on the Aid of the teacher.

Be Sensitive to Stoges of PoreAtol Reoction

To`work effectively with parents of handicapped childr,en, teachers
must understand the emotional climate in the hOrne. Because parental
attitudes largely determine the home aimospheie, teachers are td' be
aware of what happens to parents when they learn that their child ishandicapped. Thus, a second consideration in plimning'parent pro-grams is to,be sensitive4O stages of parental reaction and to attempt to
counsel parents through each stage of-adjustment

Numerous writers have identified different stages of parental reaction,
to the realization that a serious problem exists in, their'child's develop
ment (Baroff, 1974; Bryant, 1971: Keith, 1973; Kessler, 1966). Some of the.
more common stages of parental reaction are discued here briefly.

°e
Denial. A common parental reaction to the diagnosis of a handicap is

simply not to believe the. roblem exists. Families may doubt the diag-
nostician's competence and seek the opinions of several different ex-
perts. Underlying this behavior is the\ desperate hope that the initialdiaghosis is wrong. There is.httle professionals can do for families at
this stage except to understand their' feelings. At the same time, it
should be remembered that prolonged delay in accepting the diagnosis
may deprive the child of treatment and intervention at critical times,

4 and`thus teachers must do their best to help families gradually accept
their child'*s handicapping condition.

O.

Anger. According to Gardner 11973), angeris Iso a common parental
reaction.in fhe early stages of accepting thei ild's condition. Gener-
ally it stems from feeling's of helplessness and frustration toward boththe child and themselves In son% rnstances parental anger is justified,
especially if parents havefbeer dealing with professionals who have
been providing them with fal,e hope and have been less than honestabfalt their child's condition., On the other hand, the anger reaction is
abnorm-al if it is prolonged or it it is.direved inappropriately towa51 the

t
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' child. In dealing with parental anger, the best strategy for teacher is to
attempt to direct it into 'usetul channels, such as working for organiza-
tions to'benefit children woh similar handicapping conditions. .

c Guilt. 'Inappropriate guilt is a common reaction when parents learn
their child ik handicapped. Accouling to Gardner (1973), It often takes
the form of preoccupation with parental transgressions or mistakes that
the parents belie% e may hake caused the problem. The parents who
attribute the cause of the child's condition to themselves are attempting
to control tvtiat is otherwise beyond their control Teachers and other
professionals must simply do their best to reason with the parents at
this stage.

Shame. Often parents experience shame over the birthlof an impaired
child. They are concerted with the anticipated disapprova(of others,
and they believe their child will be judged as inferidr. Parents in this
sIge are. often helped by talking to parents of other handicapped
cAildren. Parents are more likely to accept the counsel of others who
have experienced shame than the advice of a teacher who may not have
an impaired child.

Blame. Accord ,ing to Gardner (1973), the blame reaction is an attempt
by patents to place the responsibility for their child's condition on
others in order to cushion their own feelings. Parents may blame the
child's teacher and school for inappropriate education, the doctor for
faulty prenatal care, or perhaps hereditary factors on "the other side of
the family." This parental attitude can affect the child and undermine
his ,or her acceptance of professional services. Once again parent-to-
parent counseling may be the best strategy in helping to overcome
parental blame.

46.

.Overprotection. This reaction is often characterized by parents' deny-
ing their child opportunities to play with other children. Parents use
several excuses: "It's too cold, wet, or hot to allow the child to play,"
"The other boys play too rough," or perhaps "Other Children will
ridicule my child." By denying the child the right to be a child and
interact with other children, the parent is further handicapping him or
her. Numerous udies have documented the immense amount/ of
teaching that to >; place in child-to-child interactions"(Hartup, 1970):
Overprotection is perhaps best handled by convincing parents to in-, e
volve their child in an educational program and extracurricular activi-
ties (Karnes et a! , 1972).

ti
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Emotio,i.11 Advtation Emotional adaptation is the final stage of ad-
justment by parents. a is it this stage that parents have intellectually
and emotionally accepted their child's handicapping condition. And
while this stage is not free of difficult times or even crisis periods,
parents have developed more positive attitudes toward themselves and
their child that allow them to now acquire the skills necessary to make a
significant contribution to their child's future

Use Several Strategies for Involving Parents in
the Program

Parents can be involved in almost every phase of their handicapped
child's program. Their toles in these programs will vary both in terms of
their responsibility and the extent of their involvement. The following
is a list of roles that parents might fuIfill within programs for their

. handicar.--pd children .

I Serz - on adnunistratIve or advi::onl .councrls. Parents can-and
should, t. hem-. er possible. serve on a program's administrative or
advisorvotinciHrrti-ris Laparny'parents cap advise on overall program
goals and objectives and serve with other parents and school personnel

eton task forces that counsel administrators in the areas nd raising,
legislation. building improvements,. emplOyAent of new rsonnel,
and so on. It is at this level of involvement that parents can contribute to
program aecisi6ns that will directly affect their child's educational pro-

4sgram. Parents who are involve0 in decision making are generally effec-.
tive supporters of those decisions.

2. Program advocate. In the role of program advocate, parents can
assume responsibility for a program of public relations activities. They
can talk to friends and other professionals within the community about
the program in which they and their child are participating. Parents, as
program aaiocates, can also write fetters to officials at the local; state,
and na Tonal levels and can attend local school board meetings lo speak
for the financial support necessary to assure program continuation.
Most e ucators agree that, as program advocates, pants are extremely
valuable in helping to ensure program acceptance and continuation*.

3. Staff member. Parents van serve as volunteers or paid staff mem-
bers within their child's program. Parents can be taught to aid teachers in
a variety of wayi withirt%this role. They may' be taught techniques to
observe- and record behavior in the classroom, to help teachers in
making and organizing turriculum materials', to as.sist in teaching cer-
taiA activities, or to provide extra help foci pecial events, like field.trips.
When- involving parents as staff metribat, it is important to recall

e
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several of the basic assumptions cited earlier.' especially: (a) that the
involvement is meaningful; (1') that parents are included in making
classroorndecisions; (c) that paients receive feedback from the program\ staff; and (d) that the involvement program is individuAlized to meet

jtr parent needs.
4. Teacher Whenever possible it is desirable to train parents to di-

redly, teach their own child. This training can occur either in the home
or at school. or both..Althoughtraming parents to teach their children is
sometimes difficult, it Is. as research shows (e.g., Karnes & Lee, 1978),
quite,worthwhile. Teachers who wish to train parents as teachers are
encouraged to refeto,one ofheveral Rod resources for training parents
('Abraham, 1971; Becker, l'471; Bteker & Beyker, 1974; Gordon, Green
wood, Wart', & Olmsted, 1974). In addition to these resources, there are.
some general guidelines teachers should follow. in training parents to
teach their children. These include: (a) Training should beas direct and
toncise as' possible: (b.) training should take place in a practical setting
with handicapped' children either in the home or at school; (c)r new
teaching skills should be introduced gradually with ample opportunity,
to practice the skills; (d)_parents-should be assigned teaching tasks-that
are compatible with their level of competence; (e) teachers should em-
ploy a continuous system of feedback requiring them to monitor the
parents' teaching; (f) teachers should adapt a simplified communication
system that avoids educational jargon and Providesconcrete directions

and demonstrations where possible; and (g) teachers 'should assist .
'parents in acquiring skills to help their handicapped child generalize
skills arid concepts.

5. Curriculum developer. Suggestions from parents regarding cur-
riculum should be actively sought by the staff of programs for 'hand-
icapped children. Because partts know their children well, they can
often suggest curriculum goals,. teaching techniques, and reinforcers
applciprikte for their child. In addition, parents have special talents and
can make invaluable contributidns to the curriculum by designing ac-
Ili/Wes and specialized materials. 41r&

6 Counselor to other parents. As mentioned earlier, parents willeven-
tually_becomse skillful enough tocounsel other parents of handicapped
children. In this role, parents can share solutions to mutual problems in
dealing with children and offer each other emotional support. Such
mutual support can signific.antly increase the impact of the program on
child progress. Teachers can encourage parents to determine the con-
tentfor discussion groups at parent meetings or perhaps by,encourag-
ing parent-to-parent partnerships. Firially, parents who work as coUn-
selois can be (.;"}ctremely effective in recruiting other parents into the
program.

Ott
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7 Eti(t.atiott Several programs for exceptional children have given
parents -tgmlicant responsibility for assessing' and evaluating their
child's progress and the progress of the program in general This triior-
mation provides the staff with important feedback that is 'used
making4.rogram decisions In this role, parents are trained to.observe
and collect iratdon their child's behavior at s huol, in the home and.
when appropriate, in other settings as well. Parents can also be trained'
to provide caretul narrative descriptions of their child's behavior Whelp
teachers in identifying as vet undiagnosed problems. As evaluators of
the overall program, parents can contribute by co,mpleting question-
naires, by participating in informal discussions with the tea ier about
the program, through structured inter toss in which teachers ask ques-
tion- to elicit sOcific information, and through structured obsen at ions
of the classroofn program.

the preceding roles indicate that parents .'can be involved in all
phases of a program's 6peraiton. In fact, research suggests that the mare
directly involved parents are with their child, the better pro'gress.the
child will mike tLillie, 1974). Thus, as mentioned earlier, it is manda-
tory that patents he trained to work with and teach their own child

Structure the Progrom wound Mutuolly -

Determined Go' ols

Eftective parent involvemerrt programs must he structured around
goals determined by both parents and the professional staff. These
goals will reflect the needs of parents, the staff and program and, of
course, the needs of the child. To helpdeter.wtine goals, the teacher
must identify the interests and needs of parent. This can he accom-
plished by p?eparing questionnaires to be. sent tioine to the parenls or
through group meetings or interviews held at home or in school,

Some appropriate goals fora ,.quality parent involvement prograrh
might include: (a) to aid parents in becoming effective teachers of their
childrenv(b) to aid parents in understanding and supporting the
school's educations) program; (c) to help parents improve their ability
to control their lives and those of their handicappectchildren; (d) to
Improve parent's self-concepts; and (e) to improve parent-to-parent
relationihips within the inyolvement group.

Develop Progrom Objectives

When general program goals 'have been determined by nrents and
stair, specific program objectives can be developed. The objectives,

. 1 0 C
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!Ike the goals, should be mutually determined by parents and siaft and
:err...ent their interests and needs.

objet usv. according to Yslagesr lq62). is :Imply a precisely phrased
stafemeht of that is to be achieved. As such, it makes possible t3
determine whether a program has accomplished what It set out to do
Mager (loo'_) hits three charaiteristiss of ap effecti%'e iristructional ib-
jectise.

i It is a statement that identifies in obsen able and measurable terms
the behas toral, act .

'2 The statement spetAfies conditions under which the ehavtor is to
occur.

3 The statement defines the criterion of acceptable performance

4-1n e.ample of an objective used in the Precise Earls Education tor
Children with Handicaps (PEEC'Hy'roject's 'Parent involvement pro-
gram that tyji help to illustrate \lager's principle,: is that bv the end of
the school Nfear. at least Si) ". of parents who have attendeddiscussion

-groups will be able.to identify three alternate procedures for dealthg
with their child's tantrum behavior.,

...
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GOAL: CLASS I

TP-1

4-

.

To persuade the preservice regular teacher that

changes in cietfricular development and delivery are

needed to ensure that minority-handicapped children in

mainstreamed environments ae provided an appropriate

education.

4
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Transparehdy
Lect,ure One

4

TP-2

DIFFERENCES IN THE DEVELOPMENT.OF CURRICULUM

AND INSTRUCTION FOR MAINSTREAMING

Role ohe Child

Characteristics of

,Content' Oriented
4

Process-Oriented

Child fitted to' the Curriculum adapted
curriculum to the child

Allie of prescribed
curriculum guides

Textbooks and manuals

° Inflexible standards
of quality

Dependence-on stand-
ardized assessment

8 techniques ,

Curriculum Determiners Curriculum Developers

'4

(4.

Subject matter
Specialists

Teacher Educato1s

Pressure groups

110

Individu4lized goals
and objeftives

Activity curriculum

_Flexible 'scheduling
and classroom environment

Situational ethiCs,,
tpplied when necessai-y,

Frequent use of
criterion referenced
tests

Learhers

Parents and
Teachers

Lay persons

Specialists



a

Transparency
Lecture One

SITIn TO DETERMINE CURRICULUM

TEACH

TP-3

Identify Resources Needed

Conduct a Tdsk Analysis

A

Define Objectives to be Achieved

Determine the.PerformanCe Levels

f-

Examine Existing Curriculum Guides

Get to Know'Each of the Learners,
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'TP-4

GOAL: CLASS III

To provide opportunities for teacher trainees

to divelop a sensitivityto the importance of parent

involvement in the. development and implementation

of the educational plan for minority handicapped

children. A
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